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Abstract

Traditionally, the torque of SI engines has been controlled by throt¬

tling the intake air flow. With this method, the density of the charge
and hence the mass which is supplied to the engine is varied. This

method is cheap and has an excellent transient behavior. Unfortu¬

nately, a so-called ''pumping loop" is induced in the thermodynamic

engine cycle. The effect is that the efficiency of the engine decreases

substantially for part-load operation. In practice, engines in vehi¬

cle use are very often operated under part-load conditions so that

the resulting fuel consumption becomes high. Many methods have

been proposed to control the load without or with reduced throttling:

EGR, variable valve timing, intake airflow heating, variation of the

engine displacement, reduction of the engine displacement and super¬

charging, etc. These methods can be applied for each power class of

engines.
A special problem arises when engines in the 40 kW class are con¬

sidered as they are in this work. If such engines are built to take

into accouunt thermodynamical and mechanical similarity laws, the

engines become small in displacement and their maximum speed be¬

comes unusually high. Engines in this class which have been installed

in recent production vehicles are artificially limited in their maximum

speed. The consequence is that their displacement becomes unneces¬

sarily high and they are throttled more than necessary.

To quantify the fuel consumption reduction potential for this class

of engines which could be used to power a lightweight vehicle, three

SI engine concepts are compared in this work:

• A naturally aspirated engine of classical dimensions which is

artificially limited in its maximum speed to 6'500 rpm.

• A naturally aspirated engine which takes scaling laws into ac¬

count. Its maximum speed becomes 11'200 rpm.

• A downsized and supercharged engine, with a maximum speed
limited to 7'000 rpm.
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In addition to the three SI engines, a turbocharged Diesel engine
is considered. A Diesel engine has a better part-load behavior and is

therefore used as a benchmark.

The fuel efficiency of the SI engines for static operation is simulated

using a thermodynamic engine process simulator. The data of the

Diesel engine is taken from published information.

The fuel efficiency for all these concepts is simulated for the New

European Driving Cycle and for the U.S. Federal Test Procedure.

In addition to the simulations, static and dynamic experiments with

the downscaled and supercharged engine are performed which demon¬

strate an excellent quality of the simulation tools.

Powering a vehicle with a curb mass of 800 kg, the Diesel engine
achieves the best efficiency. The efficiencies of the SI engines are lower

than that of the Diesel engine, but with the downscaled concepts,
tank-to-wheel CO2 emissions of better than 90 g/km in the NEDC

are possible.
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Zusammenfassung

Das Drehmoment von Ottomotoren wird üblicherweise durch die Dros¬

selung des Frischluftstromes gesteuert. Mit dieser Methode wird die

Dichte des Frischgases, und damit die angesaugte Brennstoffmasse,
verändert. Diese Methode ist kostengünstig und hat ein hervorragend¬
es transientes verhalten. Jedoch wird auf diese Weise eine sogenannte

"Gaswechselschleifer im thermodynamischen Motorprozess verursacht.

Die Folge ist, dass der Motorwirkungsgrad im Teillastbetrieb stark

abfällt. Im normalen Fahrzeugeinsatz werden Verbrennungsmotoren
oft in tiefer Teillast betrieben, woraus hohe Brennstoffverbrauche re¬

sultieren. Es wurden viele Methoden vorgeschlagen, um die Last¬

regelung ohne oder mit reduzierter Drosselung durchzuführen: Ab-

gasrezirkulation, variable Ventilsteuerung, Aufheizung der Frischluft,
Variation des Hubraumes, Hubraumverkleinerung und Aufladung, etc.

Diese Methoden können auf Motoren aller Leistungsklassen angewen¬

det werden.

Ein spezielles Problem taucht auf, wenn man wie in dieser Arbeit

Motoren der 40 kW Klasse betrachtet. Wenn solche Motoren unter

Berücksichtigung thermodynamischer und mechanischer Ahnlichkeits-

gesetze gebaut werden, wird ihr Hubraum sehr klein und ihre Höchst¬

drehzahl sehr hoch. Serienmotoren dieser Klasse, welche heutzutage
in Autos verwendet werden, sind aber künstlich drehzahlbegrenzt. Die

Konsequenz ist, dass ihre Hubräume vergleichsweise gross werden, was

zu einer unnötig starken Drosselung führt.

Um das Verbrauchsverbesserungspotential für diese Motorklasse

zu quantifizieren, werden im Rahmen dieser Arbeit drei Ottomotor¬

konzepte verglichen:

• Ein Saugmotor klassischer Bauart, d.h. mit einer künstlich auf

6'500 min"""1- begrenzten Höchstclrehzahl.

* Ein Saugmotor, welcher Ahnlichkeitsgesetzen folgt. Seine Höchst¬

drehzahl beträgt U'200 min-1.
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• Ein hubraumverkleinerter und hochaufgeladener Motor mit einer

auf 7'000 min- L
begrenzten Höchstdrehzahl.

Zusätzlich zu den drei Ottomotorkonzepten wird ein Dieselmotor

betrachtet. Dieselmotoren haben prinzipbedingt ein besseres Teillast¬

verhalten, deshalb wird dieser als Massstab verwendet.

Der Brennstoffverbrauch der Ottomotoren im stationären Betrieb

wird mit einem Motorthermodynamik-Simulationsprogramm simuliert

Das Verhalten des Dieselmotors wird publizierten Daten entnommen.

Der Brennstoffverbrauch aller Konzepte wird für den Neuen Eu¬

ropäischen Fahrzyklus und für den US-Amerikanischen FTP Zyklus
simuliert. Zusätzlich zu den Simulationen werden stationäre sowie

dynamische Versuche am hochaufgeladenen Motor vorgestellt, welche

eine hervorragende Güte der Simulationswerkzeuge aufzeigen.
Der Dieselmotor verspricht den besten Wirkungsgrad beim Einsatz

in einem fahrfertig 800 kg schweren Fahrzeug. Der Wirkungsgrad der

Ottomotoren is tiefer als jener des Dieselmotors. Mit den hubraum-

reduzierten Konzepten können CO2 Emissionen tiefer als 90 g/kg im

NEFZ erwartet werden.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

For more than one hundred years, internal combustion engines have

been used for propulsion. While in the early years air pollution and

fuel consumption were of no interest, the situation has changed signif¬

icantly over time. The air pollution caused by dramatically increased

individual mobility has posed several problems. Especially in regions
with bad air exchange processes and high traffic density, toxic exhaust

gas emissions posed real problems. For this reason, California intro¬

duced the first emission standards for automobiles in the early 1960's

[2]. Nowadays, it is assumed that many diseases of the respiratory
tracts are connected with high ozone levels and that hydrocarbons, es¬

pecially benzole, and particles - as they are emitted by Diesel engines
- can cause cancer. The use of a three-way catalyst (simultaneous
oxidation of CO and hydrocarbons and reduction of NOx) led to sub¬

stantially decreased toxic emissions in spark ignited (SI) engines by
the late 1970's. Constant improvements in engine electronics, control,

fueling systems, and catalyst technology have made the warmed-up
SI engine practically free of toxic emissions. The massive application
of electronics and control systems on the SI engine led not only to

reduced toxic emissions but also to reduced fuel consumption.

In recent years, the Diesel (CI) engine went through a similar de¬

velopment process. Improvements in turbocharger technology, the

application of electronics, and the development of new flexible direct

injection techniques have led to excellent efficiency and performance.

i
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However, there is a gap between reducing toxic emissions and re¬

ducing fuel consumption. Most steps which reduce fuel consumption
increase toxic emissions. Actual approaches for the increase of fuel

efficiency, such as direct-injected SI engines, have drawbacks on the

emission side as long as they cannot use efficient catalysts. Diesel en¬

gines offer excellent efficiency but, as already mentioned, produce sig¬

nificantly higher toxic emissions. To demonstrate the ways to achieve

excellent fuel consumption and low emissions, this work focuses on

the following question:

Which stoichiornetrically operated SI engine offers best efficiency when

used in lightweight passenger cars?

Because fuel consumption is not determined by the engine alone,
this work analyzes the whole system "engine-transmission-vehicle."
The vehicle assumed has a nominal curb mass of 800 kg. As recent

developments have shown [3] [4], it is possible to build such a vehi¬

cle that offers space for at least four passengers plus luggage. As a

benchmark, the work compares the SI engine with a Diesel engine.

1.1 Engine Efficiency

The different types of internal combustion engines differ mainly in

their system of load control and their combustion process. The torque

output of Diesel engines is controlled by varying the fuel mass injected
while the engine always aspirates the maximum possible air mass. The

aspirated air mass is mainly determined by the level of the air pressure

available and therefore influenced by the presence and behavior of a

charging device. The burning process takes place in a very inhomo-

geneous environment which leads to several problems on the emission

side. SI engines burn a relatively homogeneous air-fuel charge. The

composition of the charge is limited on both sides: Neither charges
with a large excess of air, nor those with a large excess of fuel burn

properly.

Three-way catalytic converters which significantly reduce SI engine
emissions (NOx, CO, HC) have to be operated with stoichiometric

exhaust gases on average, see [5]. This limits the stoichiometry of the
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charge to a very narrow band around À = 1, with A defined as

'fin 7t

A —
A"stoich '

rrif
1.1)

The stoichiometric air-to-fuel ratio Ksto1ch depends on the fuel

composition. Kstmch is about 14.67 kgQir/kgfuei for commercial un¬

leaded gasoline, see Appendix A.

Because of this narrow stoichiometry restriction, the engine load is

controlled by varying the density of the air-fuel mixture aspirated into

the cylinder. Assuming that the mixture has an ideal gas behavior,
its density can be written as

P
p

R-T
1.2)

The easiest and cheapest method for controlling the engine load

that offers excellent transient behavior is to reduce the pressure of the

mixture by throttling the intake air flow. The effect of load control by

throttling can be seen in Figure 1.1. It shows the simplified cylinder

pressure versus the cylinder displacement trace for an SI and a CI

engine in a double logarithmic plot. To emphasize the difference in

load control, the CI engine is assumed to be naturally aspirated.

ambient pressure

pressure after throttle

log(VH)

Figure 1.1: Cylinder pressure versus cylinder displacement
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The mechanical work transferred to the piston during one cycle

(i.e. the indicated work Wt) is defined as

W, = I Fds (1.3)

cycle

and can be rewritten as

Wt = - I pdV. (1.4)

cycle

As a consequence of Equation 1.4, the areas in the (p,V) diagram
which are enclosed in a clockwise direction transfer energy to the

piston and vice versa. For the SI engine cycle, those areas are marked

with "+"' and "—" in Figure 1.1. With this simple background it is

obvious that throttling the intake air flow for SI engine load control

causes major losses in the thermodynamic process. It is also clear that,
as a consequence of lower intake manifold pressure levels, these so-

called pumping losses increase with decreasing engine loads. While the

pumping losses approximately disappear at WOT, they can amount

to up to 30% of the indicated work at 2 bar bmep, see [6] and [7].
The efficiency of the thermodynamic process of all types of IC

engines decreases with decreasing loads. This is mainly caused by a

deterioration of the combustion and by changes in the thermodynamic
properties of the working fluid. Not only the thermodynamic process

deteriorates with decreasing loads, but the mechanical losses gain im¬

portance as well. While at full engine load the mechanical efficiency
is about 85-90% (see Figure 2.10), it falls down to zero at zero load.

All these effects lead to a very poor efficiency at a part-load operation
of the engine.

Appendix B shows a method to describe the engine efficiency as

a function of its load which includes all the effects mentioned above.

This method is termed the "Willans method," see [2].

1.2 Consequences for Vehicle Application

The engine power is usually determined by the desired vehicle acceler¬

ation performance and not by the desired maximum vehicle speed. If
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the vehicle is equipped with a manual gearbox, the engine is operated

during maximum acceleration from a certain starting speed to nearly
maximum speed before the next gear is engaged. Since engine power

is defined as Pe —T( • Lot, one can assume that during maximum ac¬

celeration the engine is operated at 50% of its rated power on average.

Neglecting effects like drag forces, transmission efficiency, and tractive

force breakdown during gear changing, a simple approximation for the

rated engine power can be developed, see [8]:

P,
v
end

777,

e,ma i

t
1.5)

where vencj is the vehicle speed that should be reached from standstill

in tacc seconds. Figure L.2 shows this correlation for various vehicle

masses and for an end speed vtnci of 100 km/h (27.8 m/s).
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Figure 1.2: Engine power requirement

Desiring a vehicle acceleration from 0.. .100 km/h in about 16 sec¬

onds vields a rated engine power of around 40 kW for a vehicle with

a curb mass of 800 kg.
However, in urban driving conditions an engine in a vehicle is op¬

erated most frequently at very low load levels. With some basic con¬

siderations of vehicle physics during driving cycles, the mean tractive
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force can be estimated as, see [81:

F,= a
Pair

2
—~V*——

air drae,

cd Af + ß • mv g cr + y •

<p m
V ) T.6)

rolling resistance acceleration

where a, ß, and 7 are parameters of the driving cycle. The variable

(p takes into account that parts such as the wheels, driveshafts, cog¬

wheels, and some engine parts have to be accelerated in a rotational

sense. A typical value is p> = 1.1. The values for the New European

Driving Cycle (NEDC = ECE + EUDC, see Appendix C) are listed

in Table 1.1 (PTF is the propulsion time fraction).

Table 1.1: Parameters of the NEDC

a [N,m]
l kg J

a H
r ,V

'

7 Lkq-
U rzzi"

L s -

PTF [-'

82.9 0.81 0.126 5.18 0.4615

EUDC 455 0.88 0.086 17.34 0.6950

NEDC 318.9 0.856 0.101 9.33 0.5644

For a lightweight vehicle such as the one considered in this work

with the main parameters mv = 800 kg, cd = 0.25, A = 2 m2, cr =

0.008, see section 3.1, the mean tractive force estimation becomes

187 N for the ECE

Ft = <j 267 N for the EUDC

238 N for the NEDC.

The mean tractive power during the propulsion phases can be cal¬

culated as Pt = Ft v/PTF:

2.09 kW for the ECE

Pt = <| 6.67 kW for the EUDC

3.94 kW for the NEDC.

During the European cycle (NEDC) an engine is operated at roughly
of its rated power of 40 kW on average. During the city part10%
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(ECE) the value is reduced to only about 6%. Even under extra-

urban conditions such as the EUDC, only 17% of the rated power

is needed on average. Bearing in mind that the efficiency of SI en¬

gines decreases substantially with decreasing load it is obvious that

engines are operated most of the time under very inefficient part-load
conditions. Figure 1.3 depicts this situation in a Willans type plot.

fuelrnep

bmepm

most frequent engine operating range

Figure 1.3: Typical engine operating range during driving cycles

Two inherently different ways are conceivable to increase the effi¬

ciency of the engine during driving cycles:

1. avoid part-load operation,

2. increase part-load efficiency.

These alternatives are discussed in the following chapter.
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Chapter 2

Methods to Increase

Enr»
*

mciencv

This chapter describes the methods to increase the fuel economy of a

powertrain. On the one hand, the engine can be operated in regions

with better efficiency and on the other hand, the part-load efficiency

of the engine can be increased by reducing thermodynamical and me¬

chanical losses.

2.1 How to Avoid Part-Load Operation

An engine can deliver a demanded brake power Pe along a hyperbolic

trajectory in its operating range of speed and load,

Pe

or, expressed in bmep,

Pc k7T
bmep = — '

YF' (2-2)
^e Vd

To minimize the fuel consumption it is desirable to operate the

engine on that point along the equal-power trajectory (see Figure 2.1)

o
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Figure 2.1: Trajectories of equal engine power

at which maximum efficiency is obtained. For a certain vehicle state

(v, v) the tractive power is given. A fuel-optimal transmission would

always set its transmission ratio such that maximum fuel economy is

achieved. Consequently, such a transmission should have an infinite

number of transmission ratios, i.e. a continuously variable transmis¬

sion (CVT). Unfortunately, CVTs have a few disadvantages that make

their use in fuel-efficient vehicles questionable, see [9] and [10]:

» CVTs are heavy compared with manual gearboxes,

• the efficiencies of CVTs, especially under part-load conditions,
are relatively low compared with those of manual gearboxes.

Therefore, CVTs are not investigated in this work. The focus lies

on the optimal design and use of cogwheel gearboxes with respect to

minimal fuel consumption. Such gearboxes have various degrees of

freedom:

• the number of gears,

® the gear-ratio setup,

• the control of the gear-changing process (automatic or manual).
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For an excellent fuel economy not only the gearbox has to be op¬

timized. Further enhancement potential lies in the whole powertrain

system (engine-clutch^gearbox), namely:

• in the control of the clutch (automatic or by the driver),

• in the control of the engine throttle (direct mechanical connec¬

tion or drive-by-wire),

» in the decision as to whether an overall powertrain controller

has access to primary engine operating parameters (e.g., spark

timing or fuel injection).

For minimal fuel consumption it must be guaranteed that, what¬

ever system is used, the powertrain is operated at its most efficient

operating point.
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2.2 How to Increase Part-Load Efficiency

As depicted in Figure 1.3, the most important engine operating range

is its part-load range. Every approach that increases the part-load ef¬

ficiency leads to better cycle fuel economy, even if the peak efficiency
values deteriorate. Table 2.1 lists some possibilities for part-load ef¬

ficiency increase for stoichiometricallv operated SI engines. Other

promising techniques such as coolant temperature increase for part-

load engine operation, tight piston rings, use of roller bearings, etc.

are not discussed in this work.

Table 2.1: Part-load efficiency enhancement techniques: • = in pro¬

duction, (•) = in production but for other purposes,
— =

not in production

system in production peak efficiency

variable valve timing ® -»

downsizing and supercharging (•) T*

downsizing and maximum en¬

gine speed increase

— ->

exhaust gas recirculation to in¬

crease intake manifold pressure

(•) ->

variable geometric compres¬

sion ratio

— t

intake air flow heating for den¬

sity control

— -*

variation of engine displace¬
ment

# ~*

reduction of peripherals load — t

2.2.1 Variable Valve Timing

The camshafts are usually directly coupled with the crankshaft. The

valve lift curves relative to the engine crank angles are fixed. Even

though many parts of the engine cycle are crank-angle based, impor¬
tant processes are time-driven (e.g., the intake and the exhaust gas
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dynamics). A fixed valve lift pattern therefore is always a compro¬

mise. Optimizing the valve lift patterns such that the engine delivers

the maximum possible torque at low speed worsens the engine perfor¬
mance at high speed and vice versa.

In the past, many different mechanisms for variable valve timing
with different complexities have been developed and studied. Good

overviews can be found in [11], [12], [13], and [14]. The two simplest

approaches have been realized in certain production engines: cam¬

shaft profile switching and camshaft phasing. Both systems are able

to increase the WOT performance on the order of about 10%, see [15].
A reduction of fuel consumption can be achieved when those systems
are used for replacing engines with large displacement and fixed valve

timing with engines with reduced displacement and cam switching
or phasing. However, simple systems do not significantly change the

part-load efficiency. Applying more flexibility to the valvetrain opens

up new possibilities. A fully flexible valve actuation mechanism en¬

ables load control by varying the timing of the intake valve events.

Closing the intake valve of an unthrottled SI engine after the desired

amount of fresh gas enters the cylinder (early intake valve closing) or

closing the intake valve when the previously filled cylinder has pushed

enough fresh gas back into the intake runner (late intake valve closing)
enables a completely throttle-free load control. Both methods have

certain advantages and disadvantages, see [6], [16], and [17].
Another approach with nearly the same flexibility is to install a

lightweight and fast switching secondary inlet valve with electronic

timing control or a rotary valve with adjustable phasing in front of

the main valve with fixed timing, see [18], [19], and [20]. All those

methods promise fuel savings of 5-15% compared to engines with fixed

valve events.

Another advantage of an unthrottled engine with fully flexible val¬

vetrain is the possibility to apply an expansion ratio, different from the

compression ratio, to partially recover the conventionally lost blow-

down. This can be done by setting the intake valve closing and the

exhaust valve opening events asymmetrically to the TDC position.
To achieve a larger effective expansion ratio, the geometrical com¬

pression ratio has to be increased. Figure 2.2 depicts the trace of the

cylinder pressure versus the cylinder displacement for a conventionally
throttled engine and for an unthrottled engine with an increased ge-
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log(p)

ambient pressure

blowdown

losses

log(V)

Figure 2.2: Cylinder pressure versus cylinder displacement for a

throttled and an unthrottled engine with increased e

ometrical compression ratio in a double logarithmic plot. To achieve

the same effective compression ratio at full load as the conventional

engine has, only a fraction of the available displacement can be used.

One consequence is that such an engine has a lower specific output

(i.e. the rated power per displacement) than a conventional engine.

2.2.2 Downsizing and Supercharging

In a first approximation, the engine work per cycle is determined

by the amount of fresh gas which the engine aspirates. Instead of

constructing an engine such that this amount is aspirated at WOT

with approximately atmospheric pressure, the engine displacement
can be reduced while the intake pressure is increased. Because the

engine displacement is reduced, the engine has to be operated at higher

bmep levels (hence with less throttling and better efficiency) to deliver

the same brake torque, see [21]. While supercharging is state-of-the-

art for CI engines, only few SI production engines are supercharged.

Nowadays, supercharging of SI engines is mostly applied to increase

the power of existing naturally aspirated engines for high-performance
vehicles rather than for fuel efficiency improvements, see Appendix D.
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The indicated thermal efficiency for an ideal thermodynamic cycle
with isentropic compression, isentropic expansion, and isochore com¬

bustion, without any gas exchange processes, is calculated as follows,

see [2]:

For real cycles, the thermal efficiency is lower. Unfortunately, the

geometric compression ratio of SI engines is always knock limited.

Knocking is a form of abnormal combustion in SI engines. It can

cause major engine damage, it produces noise, and it increases the wall

heat losses due to pressure waves which disturb the thermal boundary

layer, see [22]. Because spontaneous ignition is basically a function of

time, temperature, and the pressure history of the end gas (i.e. the

yet imburned gas in the cylinder during combustion), the tendency
of an engine to knock is usually increased by causes that lengthen
the burning time or lead to higher temperatures and pressures, see [2]
and [23]. Therefore, supercharged engines need a reduced compres¬

sion ratio compared to naturally aspirated engines in order to prevent

knocking at high load levels. As a consequence, the part-load effi¬

ciency of supercharged engines is enhanced due to the reduction of

displacement, but the full-load efficiency deteriorates. However, the

net effect still is a reduction in fuel consumption for urban driving

patterns.

Supercharging can technically be realized with:

® turbochargers,

• mechanical chargers (compressors, pumps, blowers),

• pressure-wave superchargers (PWSC).

While CI engines are almost exclusively turbocharged, SI engines can

be turbocharged or mechanically charged. Figure 2.3 depicts the three

different configurations.

Chargers are highly developed and are commercially available for

the SI engine brake power class of about 100 kW and above. Only
a few products can be found for the 40 kW class investigated in this

work. Table 2.2 lists the advantages and disadvantages of the different

boosting devices.
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\ MC

l/C

EM IM

ö

EH5

Figure 2.3: Supercharging configurations: Turbocharger (TC), me¬

chanical charger (MC), and pressure wave supercharger
(PWSC) (l/C = intercooler, IM = intake manifold, EM
= exhaust manifold, M = electric motor)
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disadvantages

Table 2.2: Characteristics of the different boosting devices

Turbochargers

advantages easy applicability, easy controllability (control al¬

gorithms, one additional actuator, no additional

sensor), no connection to engine crankshaft, use

of exhaust gas enthalpy for air compression

boost pressure lag in transient operation, large
losses on the turbine side for high exhaust gas

flow rates, compressor surge problem (especially
for high boost pressure at low air flow rates)

Mechanical Chargers

advantages easy applicability on the engine's intake system,

relatively easy controllability (control algorithms,
one or two additional actuators, no additional sen¬

sor), high boost pressure at low engine speed, ex¬

cellent transient behavior if the charger is always

coupled to the engine

low efficiency, high mechanical power demand,

noise, size, engine brake torque discontinuity if the

charger is disengaged when no boost pressure is

needed and vice versa, connection to engine crank¬

shaft

Pressure Wave Superchargers

disadvantages

advantages

disadvantages

high boost pressure at low engine speed, use of ex¬

haust gas enthalpy for air compression, efficiency
is practically independent of charger size, tran¬

sient behavior, mechanical power is just needed to

synchronize the pressure-wave process and there¬

fore low, external EGR can be enforced by throt¬

tling the air flow to the charger

complex control algorithms, additional actuators

and sensors, sensitivity to flow resistances on the

low pressure side, admixture of fresh air to the ex¬

haust gases (no stoichiometric exhaust gases after

charger), mechanical connection to crankshaft or

electric motor to synchronize charger
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2.2.3 Downsizing and Increasing Engine Speed

Combustion chemistry as well as flow and turbulence phenomena are

time-driven processes. Therefore, the time needed to burn the cylin¬
der charge decreases with a decrease in the dimensions of the burning
chamber. In other words: an engine with a smaller combustion cham¬

ber has to run at a higher speed to achieve a similar heat release pat¬
tern1 and hence a thermodynamic process similar to that of a larger
reference engine. The consequence is that not the engine speed but the

mean piston speed is characteristic for an engine. Scaling laws show

that similarity is given if two engines are geometrically scaled and run

at the same mean piston speed and at the same bmep (i.e. the relative

pressure drops, the gas-dynamic effects, the material tensions, and the

bearing load caused by centrifugal forces are equal).

Modern engines which take advantage of the maximum possible
mean piston speed have cylinder displacements of about 0.5 1, see Ap¬

pendix D. Their rated power is typically 100 kW and above. Taking
the scaling laws into account, it is interesting to determine the dis¬

placement of an engine in the 40 kW class which is scaled from such

a modern larger engine. The engine peak power can be written as

f
e,max

== -^e (-* e,max) ' ^c {* e,max)' (" U

The brake torque at engine peak power is

Vd
-Le\Pe,max) = Omcpyl e,max) '

1
' ("•")

k,7T

or, expressing the displacement with the bore to stroke ratio,

Equation 2.5 becomes

y /' B\2
Te(Pc,max) = bmep(Pe,mar) ^

• I - J -S3. (2.7)

1The in-cylinder flow phenomena are approximately similar, too, since the

Reynolds number Re = c • L/u stays constant for a constant product of the char¬

acteristic velocity r and the characteristic length L.
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The angular velocity of the engine can be written as

^cyPi^nax ) — TH'Ps{*e,max,
TT

S'
2.8)

Inserting Equations 2.7 and 2.8 in Equation 2.4 and solving for the

stroke yields

S =
4k P

1 e.mac

rvr(f )2 bmtp(Pe,max) mps(Pem ax)
" 2.9)

Finally, the displacement can be expressed as

Vd =
P.

bmep(Pi
e,max,

mp,S \-ie ,maa
(2.10)

We will assume that a modern engine has an mps(Peimax) of

18 m/s and a bmep(Pe,inax) of 10.6 bar (analog to Figure D.6 in Ap¬
pendix D). Applying Equation 2.10 for a peak powTer Pe,max of 40 kW

and for a different number of cylinders z leads to an engine displace¬
ment as depicted in Figure 2.4. The engine speed at maximum engine

power is shown in Figure 2.5. In both figures, the data from produc¬
tion engines is included. The data was obtained from [24] and contains

19 naturally aspirated engines (11 engines with 3, 8 with 4 cylinders)
with rated power levels from 36 kW to 44 kW. Nine engines have 2,
two engines have 3, and eight engines have 4 valves per cylinder. Be¬

cause these engines do not have identical rated power levels, they were

scaled to 40 kW considering the scaling laws (i.e. same mean piston
speed and same bmep at rated power). As both figures clearly show,
production engines are not scaled taking the scaling laws into account.

Table 2.3 lists the main mean values of the production engines.
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- z=3, scaled

— z-4, scaled

• z=3, production
fr z-4, production

Figure 2.4: Engine displacement for different numbers of cylinders
versus the bore-to-stroke ratio for 40 kW engines (scaled
data and data from production engines)
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Figure 2.5: Engine speed at peak power for different numbers of

cylinders versus the bore-to-stroke ratio for 40 kW en¬

gines (scaled data and data from production engines)
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Table 2.3: Mean values for production engines in the 40 kW class

^ = 3 z = 4

vd [1] 0.772 1.085

B [m] 0.06841 0.07263

S [m] 0.06941 0.06999

bmep(Pejnax) [bar] 10.14 8.32

mps{PeimaT) [m/s] 14.29 12.78

n>e\J e,max ) [rpm] 6236 5494

bmepmax [bar] 11.41 9.98

mps{bmepmax) [m/s] 8.84 7.58

£ H 10.05 9.68

The four-cylinder engines are obviously built very conservatively:
Their bmep level is low and their mean piston speed range is nar¬

row. The three-cylinder engines exploit the mean piston speed range

slightly better and achieve significantly higher bmep levels. The cylin¬
der displacement is very similar for both engine types and the stroke

is practically identical. The consequence is that, on average, the dis¬

placement required to achieve the same peak power than as of the

three-cylinder engines, the four-cylinder engines have a 40% larger

displacement, on average.

Figure 2.6 shows the operating ranges for different engines, each

with a rated power of 40 kW: two represent the average production

engines as listed in Table 2.3 and two represent the engines scaled

from larger engines as shown in Figure 2.5. The scaled four-cylinder

engine with a displacement of about 0.43 1 achieves roughly half of the

torque level at WTOT of the corresponding average production engine.

Hence, for small brake power levels the scaled engine can be operated
at significantly higher bmep levels and at better fuel efficiency. The

gain in efficiency is large when the scaled engines can be operated
at similarly low engine speed levels (i.e. at lower mean piston speed

levels) as the production engines.
The minimum engine speed is given by the roughness of the engine

and by its burning stability. A small and a large engine with an equal
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ne [rpm]

Figure 2.6: Operating ranges of different concepts for naturally as¬

pirated 40 kW engines, (l)=typical four cylinder pro¬

duction engine, (2)=typical three cylinder production

engine, (3)(4)=scaled three cylinder and four cylinder

engine with B/S=l

number of cylinders which run at the same brake torque produce simi¬

lar crankshaft torque spectra. This torque is filtered by the engine and

flywheel inertia before it is transferred to the drivetrain. Figure 2.7

depicts the engine crankshaft and the flywheel with the summarized

torques where Ti(cp) is the indicated torque (i.e. the torque caused by
the gas pressure force on the pistons). The variable Tper(uj,...) rep¬

resents the torque from the engine peripherals such as the generator,
the A/C, the steering pump, etc.. whereas Tf(<p) is the friction torque
of the cranking mechanism, the valvctrain, the bearings and the seals,
etc. Usually, the loads of the oil and coolant pumps are also included

in the friction torque. The variable 1} represents the torque produced
by the external engine load. The effective engine torque (which is the

brake torque for statice engine operation without peripheral loads) is

Te{ip)=Tt(ip)-Tf(ip).

Assuming that the external load for small variations is proportional
to the engine speed (Tj = T),0 + c u) and neglecting the peripherals'
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Figure 2.7: Engine crankshaft and flywheel

torque, the crankshaft dynamics can be written as

Te-(Tho + c-u) = 0e>ù

or described bv the transfer function

G(s]
UJ(S,

Te(s) 0P
s + 1

(2.11)

(2.12)

which represents a low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of f-. If the

spectrum of the effective engine torque is £^(0;), the spectrum of the

engine speed can be written as

swH hg(>)I2£t>) (2.13)

Therefore, if two engines have identical engine torque spectra, the

engine speed spectra are identical as well if the ratios f- of both

engines are equal. The spectrum of the engine speed is a good measure

for the vibrations felt by the driver. However, it is possible to reduce

the vibration impact on the drivetrain with sophisticated two-mass

flywheels without increasing the engine inertia 9e, as the simple model

implies, see [25].
The other limitation of the minimum engine speed is the charge

burning stability. Cycle-by-cycle variations of the combustion process
increase with increasing amounts of residual gas, retardation of spark
advance, a leaner mixture, and decreasing turbulence levels in the end
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gas, see [2]. Unfortunately, with decreasing engine speed the fraction

of residual gas increases (internal EGR over the valves, see next sec¬

tion) and the turbulence level decreases. Special measures (such as

throttling of one intake channel for engines with two intake valves per

cylinder or deactivation of one intake valve) and the reduction of in¬

ternal EGR by reduced valve overlap have been proposed to enhance

the burning stability at low engine speed.

The consequence of the mechanisms mentioned above is that the

ability to operate a downscaled highspeed engine at low speed and

high bmep has to be achieved by design features which filter the

torque, such as sophisticated flywheels, and features that guarantee

good burning stability. To guarantee excellent driving comfort re¬

garding vibrations, six or more cylinders should be used. To minimize

production costs and friction, one cylinder should be used. A three-

or four-cylinder engine therefore is a good compromise.

2.2.4 Exhaust Gas Recirculation

Diluting fresh gas with inert gas allows to operate the engine with less

throttling while maintaining stoichiometric exhaust gas compositions

as required for catalytic aftertrcatment. The simplest approach for

this purpose is to use already burned exhaust gas. In normal engine

operation, a considerable amount of burned gases is present in the

combustion chamber. This is mainly caused by the valve events (e.g.,
intake and exhaust valves are simultaneously open for a short period).
Hence, this so-called internal EGR increases with increased throttling
because of the growing pressure difference between the exhaust and

the intake manifold. Additionally, external EGR can be used in an

engine. This is done by connecting the exhaust and the intake sys¬

tems by a control valve. Unfortunately, the combustion process is

disturbed by the presence of EGR. On the one hand, high burned

gas fractions lead to a slow burn, partial burn, or even to misfire.

On the other hand, the cycle-to-cycle variations of the imep increase

and cause rough engine behavior, see [2]. This drawback can be par¬

tially compensated by applying systems such as intake port throttling
or intake valve deactivation for multi-valve engines which permit the

control of the charge motion within the cylinder, see [26], [27] and

[28]. With such systems, reductions in fuel consumption of about 7%
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at 3 bar bmep with EGR rates of around 25% can be achieved.

The admixture of inert gas has another effect: it decreases the

NOx emissions by lowering the peak temperature level of the thermo¬

dynamic process, see [2]. For this purpose, several production engines

use EGR systems (especially before catalyst lift-off).
The correlations above are valid for the combustion of homogene¬

ous charges, i.e. the charges in port injected SI engines. Systems such

as directly injected SI engines with charge stratification allow much

higher EGR rates.

2.2.5 Variable Compression Ratio

The ideal thermodynamic cycle of an SI engine shows a monotonie

increase in efficiency with an increasing compression ratio e, see Equa¬
tion 2.3. In reality, a compression ratio for maximum efficiency does

exist. This is mainly due to the fact that, with increasing e, the com¬

bustion chamber becomes very flat which is non-optimal for combus¬

tion. The surface-to-volume ratio increases and so do the heat losses

through the walls. Additionally, a slight increase in the engine friction

can be observed. The compression ratio for maximum engine efficiency
is roghly 15-16, see [2], [29], [30], [20] and [31]. Unfortunately, knock

at high engine load prevents the application of such high compression

ratios. Therefore, engines are built with substantially smaller com¬

pression ratios. The consequence is that the engine is operated under

part-load conditions - where no knock limitation occurs - with a non-

optimal e. This is especially severe for supercharged engines where

e has to be reduced further compared to naturally aspirated engines.

Therefore, it is desirable to have a variable compression ratio which

permits the use of the most efficient value for every engine operating
condition. Two fundamentally different possibilities exist for a change
in e:

» the adjustment of the geometrical compression ratio (i.e. the

variation of the cylinder volumes at TDC and BDC),

• the adjustment of the effective compression ratio by varying the

intake valve closing event.

Notice that the variation of the compression ratio by varying the

intake valve closing event conflicts with the concept of throttleless
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load control. In fact, load control by early or late intake valve closings
directly affects the effective compression ratio in a unwanted way: at

part-load the intake valves are closed either before or after BDC in the

gas exchange process. The effective compression ratio is thus reduced.

With the following assumptions, the compression ratio versus the

engine load can be expressed:

• The compression ratio s = V1/V2 is chosen such that the knock¬

ing limit is reached at wot. The cylinder pressure at the begin¬
ning of the compression is p\ and p-2 at the end of compression.

» The compression is an adiabatic and reversible (hence isentropic)
process of a perfect gas with an isentropic exponent k.

• The compression ratio at part-load s' is chosen such that the

cylinder pressure p'2 at the end of compression is equal to p2.

The cylinder pressure at the beginning of compression is p\.

The isentropic relationship for the working fluid leads to

P-2 = Pi -£K (2.14)

for the WOT compression and to

p>2 =p[ .£>« (2.15)

for the part-load compression process. With the demand that p'2 = P2,

Equations 2.14 and 2.15 can be combined such that the compression
ratio can be written as:

\Pi

Evaluating Equation 2.16 for £1 = 9 and k = 1.35 (i.e. the value

for the stoichiometric air/fuel mixture at approx. 350K, see [2]) leads

to the compression ratios shown in Figure 2.8. According to Equation
2.3, Figure 2.9 depicts the increase of the theoretically indicated ther¬

mal efficiency. These simple assumptions lead to a compression ratio

trajectory which matches the published data ([2], [29], [30], [20], [31])
quite well.

2.16)
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Figure 2.8: Geometrical compression ratio versus cylinder pressure

ratio at beginning of compression
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Figure 2.9: Theoretical increase of the indicated thermal efficiency
when the compression ratio is adjusted as depicted in

Figure 2.8
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For changées in compression ratios, various technical implementa¬
tions are reported:

• variation of the height of the piston (e.g., [32]),

• variation of the length of the connecting rod (e.g., [33]),

• movement of the cylinder liner and of the cylinder head relative

to the crankshaft, or vice versa (e.g., [34] and [35]),

• side chamber with adjustable volume (e.g., [36], [20] and [37]),

• cranking mechanism with adjustable kinematics (i.e. [38], [39]
and [40]).

Results published in [29] show an increase in engine efficiency of

about 8% with a geometrical compression ratio of 15 instead of 9 at

2 bar bmep for an engine with a displacement of 0.278 1 per cylinder.
This matches the results depicted in Figures 2.8 and 2.9 very well.

Other studies such as [30], [20], [41], [42], [43] or [44] present similar

results, although often different efficiency enhancement measures are

combined such as variations in compression ratio and changes in the

air-to-fuel ratio.

One problem which has to be mentioned yet is the increase of

NOx and HC emissions. Applying a variable compression ratio leads

to similar gas state trajectories at part-load as usually appear only at

WOT. For that reason, the thermal NOx production for engines with

adjusted e is much higher than for engines with constant e. Specific
increases of NOx emissions of up to 50% have been published, see [42].
Parallel with increased e the surface-to-volume ratio is increased. This

causes not only growing wall heat losses but also increasing masses

of HC trapped in the flame quenching zones. Systems with a side

chamber show an even worse behavior so that HC emissions can triple

(measured in the FTP72 cycle, see [43]).

2.2.6 Intake Air Flow Heating

The density of the working fluid which is aspirated by the engine can¬

not only be controlled by changing its pressure but also by changing its

temperature. Assuming ideal gas behavior, p = p/{RT) is valid. The

same density as for half the pressure can be achieved with twice the
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temperature. The equivalent density for a part-load condition where

the intake air flow is usually throttled from an assumed atmospheric
state of 1 bar and 293 K to 0.5 bar and 293 K can be achieved by

heating the intake air flow to 586 K at atmospheric pressure. This

causes a comparably high temperature of the fresh gas at the start

of compression. On the one hand this causes an excellent fuel evap¬

oration, but on the other hand the knocking tendency is massively
increased. A study of such a system is presented in [45]. The engine

torque was controlled by a variation of the intake air temperature and

the stoichiometry. For the stoichiometric mixture, the knock limit

was reached for commercial unleaded gasoline with (RON+MON) /
2 = 89 at an intake air temperature of about 330 K on a produc¬
tion engine running at 1200 rpm. 330 K at 1 bar pressure yields the

same density as 0.89 bar at 293 K. It is obvious that load control with

intake air flow heating alone cannot be performed. The fact that pre¬

heating significantly increases the equivalence ratio at the lean burn

(or misfire) limit, see [46], allows to control the load by varying the

intake air flow temperature and applying a lean mixture. With this

combination, fuel/air mixtures of 530 K with À « 1.8 can be burned

without knocking or misfires, see [45]. At such conditions, a bmep of

about 2 bar can be achieved with a fuel efficiency increase of 7%. At

56% of maximum bmep, a maximum fuel efficiency increase of 14.5%

has been reported.

It is interesting that with the heating of the air and the applica¬
tion of a lean mixture the NOx emissions can be reduced by about

one order of magnitude. This is comparable with the performance of

a TWC operating with a stoichiometric mixture. Unfortunately, CO
and HC emissions are higher that those of a throttled engine. Be¬

cause of the air excess, an oxidation catalyst can be used to still meet

emission standards.

However, such a system of load control is complex regarding ad¬

ditional components and control effort. Transients in load as they
are needed in vehicle applications cannot be performed with the slow

temperature transients that can be achieved. For that reason, for en¬

gine cold-start conditions, and to reach very low load levels a throttle

has to be implemented. Therefore, a load controller has to act on at

least three primary engine operating parameters: intake temperature,
conventional throttle position, and A.
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2.2.7 Variation of Engine Displacement

The brake power of an engine can be written as

Pe = z Vd,c • bmep • -A (2.17)

To operate the engine at higher levels of bmep - hence with less throt¬

tling - for a given brake power while keeping the engine speed con¬

stant, the displacement z V^e has to be reduced. Most concepts of

throttleless load control such as early or late intake valve closing can

be regarded as a variation of the displacement used, see [47]. Another

approach is the deactivation of cylinders (i.e. a variation of z). The

following schemes are possible:

• Unused cylinders can be decoupled mechanically and shut down,
see [48]. The practical implementation of such a system is too

complicated, especially the synchronization and the coupling
and decoupling processes pose major problems regarding ma¬

terial stress and driving comfort. This case can be seen as a

theoretical limit.

• The valves of unused cylinders can be deactivated in the closed

position (e.g., with a hydraulically coupled rocker arm). Those

unused cylinders, performing a nearly reversible compression-

expansion cycle, are dragged from the firing ones. They do not

affect the stoichiometry of the exhaust gases so that conventional

exhaust gas aftertreatment technologies can be applied. This

system can be found in production engines, see [49], [50] and

[51].

• Without any changes in the engine's cranking and valvetrain

design, fuel and ignition can be cut for unused cylinders, see [47].
To prevent those cylinders from performing a pumping loop, a

throttle for individual intake pressure control for each cylinder
should be implemented. For unused cylinders the throttle must

be set wide open. This simplest approach has the disadvantage
that the unused cylinders pump fresh air in the exhaust system
so that conventional closed-loop À control cannot be applied. To

avoid this unwanted exhaust gas dilution, pure exhaust gas can

be supplied to the dragged cylinders, see [52].
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• A four-stroke engine can be operated in "six-stroke," "eight-
stroke," etc. mode in which after the conventional four-stroke

cycle additional strokes are performed without contribution to

the torque production, see [53] and [54].

• The kinematics of the cranking mechanism can be changed in

such a way that the piston stroke (hence the displacement) and

the compression ratio can be adjusted, see [55] and [56]. It is

very unlikely that such complex systems will reach production,

though, because of their complexity and high costs.

In [50], some of the methods mentioned above are compared on

the same 1.4-liter four-cylinder engine operated with two firing and

two dragged cylinders. Table 2.4 lists the fuel savings which could be

achieved when operated in a subcompact car. As the thermodynamics
of the process imply, the largest savings can be seen when the valves

are deactivated. In the FTP75 driving cycle and with cylinder cut-off

using valve deactivation, it was possible to increase the fuel economy

by 11%. The same principle of cylinder deactivation of a 5.0-liter

eight-cylinder engine in a high-end car increases the fuel economy by
10.3% in the combined US cycle (FTP75 + HFET, see Appendix C)
and by 6.5% for the NEDC.

Table 2.4: Fuel savings of different cylinder deactivation methods for

a subcompact passenger car

method idling 40 km/h 60 km/h

Deactivation of intake and ex- 42%

haust valves

Fuel cut-off and unthrottled 37%

fresh air supply

Fuel cut-off and exhaust gas 37%

supply

Fuel cut-off and throttled air 26%

supply

However, for clriveability and comfort reasons cylinder deactivation

is a reasonable method for engines with at least four cylinders only.

22% 16%

14% 8%

14% 8%

13% 8%
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The high pulsating torque of the engine presented in [50] operated
with two fired cylinders led to an increase of the flywheel's moment

of inertia of about 70%. Usually, additional devices such as flexible

exhaust pipes and hydro-elastic-type clampers have to be installed to

reduce the transmission of engine vibrations to the chassis, see [50].
The discontinuity in torque output while switching the numbers of

cylinders has to be minimized either by varying the stoichiometry
and spark timing during transition or by controlling the air mass flow

with a drive-by-wire throttle, see [57]. To prevent the unused cylinders
from downcooling (which can cause bore wear and restart misfiring

problems), the cylinders should be deactivated alternately.

2.2.8 Reduction of Friction

An engine has a variety of moving and rotating parts that cause me¬

chanical, hydro- and aerodynamical friction. In addition to those

losses, some peripherals which are needed to ensure engine and vehicle

functioning or driving comfort are directly driven from the crankshaft

or add crankshaft load via the generator. Among other things, the

engine friction depends on

• the engine configuration (line, flat, vee),

• the number of cylinders,

• the valvetrain configuration (flat or roller camshaft followers,
number of valves, etc.),

• the crankshaft-valvetrain connection (chain, belt, cogwheels),

• the dimensions and masses of the reciprocating parts,

• the bore-to-stroke ratio,

• the number, type, and lubrication of the bearings,

» the cylinder liner coating.

» the number and prestress of the piston rings,

• the efficiencies of the oil and coolant pumps,

• the efficiency and the electrical load of the generator.
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A relatively detailed friction model for a warm engine which takes

into account most of the parameters mentioned above can be found

in Appendix E.l.

The total friction increases with engine speed and load. Therefore,

the resulting mechanical efficiency r)m = bmep/(bmep + fmep) de¬

creases with increasing speed and decreasing load. Typical values for

a two-liter engine as presented in Appendix E.3 are plotted in Figure

2.10.

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000

ne [rprnj

Figure 2.10: Mechanical efficiency versus engine speed and bmep for

a two-liter engine

We assume that the engine efficiency behavior can be described

with an affine function as presented in Appendix B:

bmep = bmepo(ne) + c(ne) ( rrifuei
fe ' Li fuei

2 Vd nc
(2.18)

v

fuelmep

If the friction mean effective pressure can be reduced by Afmep (> 0),
the gain in brake efficiency can be written as:

Tie

Ve

bmep — bmepo(Tie)

bmep — bmepo(ne) — Afmep'
(2.19)
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A four-cylinder two-liter displacement production engine running
at 2000 rpm has a bmepo in standard configuration of about -1.79 bar,
see [58]. Figure 2.11 depicts the resulting gain in brake efficiency when
the total engine friction is reduced. A reduction of Afmep = 0.5 bar

corresponds to a reduction in total engine friction of approximately
50% at WOT (see Figure E.3) and is not realistic. A reduction of

Afmep = 0.1
...

0.2 bar is roughly the contribution of the peripherals
to the total engine friction during normal driving. Figure 2.11 clearly
shows that friction reduction yields the largest efficiency benefits at

low part-load engine operation.

Figure 2.11: Gain in brake efficiency due to friction reduction

The segmentation of the friction losses according to the MIT fric¬

tion model (see [59] and Appendix E) is depicted in Figure 2.12. It

shows that at part-load operation, the largest portion of total engine
friction is caused by the reciprocating components (i.e. the connecting
rod bearings, the piston, the piston rings). Those components do not

have a large potential for friction reduction, see [60], as long as the

number or the prestress of the piston rings cannot be reduced or roller

bearings replace the sliding bearings. Both measures are unlikely to be

implemented. A reduction in the number or in the tension of the pis¬
ton rings increases the oil consumption and the blow-by losses. Roller

bearings do not withstand the pulsating strain with high amplitude.
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peripherals 18 %

crankshaft 8 %

connecting rod 2 %

piston 22 %

\ valvetrain 27 %

piston rings 22 %

Figure 2.12: Segmentation of total engine friction (two-liter, DOHC

16V, flat cam followers, 2000 rpm, bmep = 2 bar)

Another important source of friction losses is the valvetrain. Table

2.5 lists the calculated fmep for the part-load situation of a two-liter

engine with a bore-to-stroke ratio of one. Variations are made in the

valvetrain configuration and in the number of cylinders1. A balancer

shaft is simulated by increasing the number of the main bearings by
two. The smallest fmep is achieved with a four-cylinder SOHC con¬

figuration, two valves per cylinder, and direct acting roller cam fol¬

lowers. A six-cylinder engine in line configuration does not show any

clear advantages or disadvantages regarding friction compared with

the four-cylinder configuration for the operating point investigated.

Table 2.6 lists the friction data for a one-liter engine with a bore-to-

stroke ratio of one running at 2000 rpm and 2 bar bm,epx. The fmep is

roughly 10% higher than that of the engine of twice the displacement
and with the same configuration. In this example focusing on engine
friction, the use of three cylinders and a balancer shaft instead of four

cylinders without a balancer shaft does not offer a better performance.

xNote that changing the number of cylinders and holding the displacement and

the bore-to-stroke ratio constant leads to a different mean piston speed at the same

engine speed. The configurations compared therefore do not necessarily have the

same peak power.
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Table 2.5: Friction losses for different configurations of a two-liter en¬

gine running at 2 bar bmep and 2000 rpm (z is the number

of cylinders, ncb is the number of camshaft bearings, nmb

is the number of main bearings)

engine configuration z nci, nmb fmep [bar

DOHC 16 V, direct acting flat cam 4 10
5

followers (base configuration)

DOHC 16 V, direct acting roller cam 4 10

followers

SOHC 16 V, roller rocker cam fol- 4 5

lowers

SOHC 8 V, direct acting flat cam 4 5

followers

SOHC 8 V, direct acting roller cam 4 5

followers

DOHC 16 V, direct acting flat cam 4 10
7

followers, balancer shaft

DOHC 24 V, direct acting flat cam 6 16
7

followers, 6 cylinders in line

5

0.876

5 0.784

5 0.861

5 0.802

5 0.736

7

0.894

7

0.881
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Table 2.6: Friction losses for different configurations of a one-liter en¬

gine running at 2 bar bmep and 2000 rpm (z is the number

of cylinders, nc\, is the number of camshaft bearings, nmb

is the number of main bearings)

engine configuration z ncb nmb fmep [bar

DOHC 16 V, direct acting flat cam 4 10
5

follower (base configuration)

DOHC 16 V, direct acting roller cam 4 10

followers

SOHC 16 V, roller rocker cam fol- 4

lowers

SOHC 8 V, direct acting flat cam 4

followers

SOHC 8 V, direct acting roller cam 4

followers

DOHC 12 V, direct acting flat cam 3

followers, 3 cyl. in line, balancer

shaft

DOHC 6 V, direct acting roller cam 3 4 6 0.910

followers, 3 cyl. in line, balancer

shaft

10
5

0.978

10 5 0.867

5 5 0.944

5 5 0.885

5 5 0.802

8 6 1.003
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2.2.9 Reduction of Peripherals Load

The peripherals can be divided in different functional classes:

• peripherals which guarantee engine cooling and lubrication (coolant
pump, oil pump, fan),

• peripherals that are necessary for the functioning of the engine

(engine electronics, engine sensors and actuators, fuel pump,

starter),

• peripherals for exhaust gas emissions reduction (exhaust oxygen

sensor heating, secondary air blower, catalyst heater),

• peripherals that offer enhanced driving comfort or vehicle safety

(lighting, power steering pump, heater fan, A/C compressor,

windshield wiper drive, windshield cleaner pump, active sus¬

pension pump, ABS, window heater, electrically driven comfort

equipment such as radio, power windows, seat heater, lighter,
etc.).

During driving cycles, only the minimum number of peripherals
are activated (coolant and oil pumps, charging generator which covers

power needs for the engine electronics). The energy need of the coolant

and oil pumps as well as the non-charging generator is usually already
included in the engine friction model, see Appendix E.

Most peripherals are directly coupled to the crankshaft. They are

dimensioned such that they can perform properly even at idle speed
(e.g., the generator or the A/C compressor) or at full load (e.g., the

coolant pump). The consequence is that most peripherals are over¬

sized for engine operation at high speed or low load and thus cause un¬

necessary losses, see [61], [62], [63] and [64]. A more flexible structure

of the peripherals (e.g., electrically driven coolant pump, electrically
assisted steering and braking. A/C compressor with variable displace¬
ment) with appropriate control schemes can significantly reduce fuel

consumption. The electrification of peripherals increases the demand

on electric power which the generator has to supply. To increase the

efficiency of the generator, meet the increasing power demand, and

reduce the power transmission losses a transition from 14 V to 42V

system voltage is in progress, see [65], [66] and [67]. An enhanced man¬

agement of the whole electric system (e.g., battery charging if at all
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possible only during vehicle deceleration phases) can offer fuel econ¬

omy benefits compared to the relatively simple generator operating
schemes which traditionally have been implemented. The installation

of an electric coolant pump with sophisticated control schemes can

offer a distinct benefit in engine cold start fuel consumption due to

faster warm-up, see [68] and [69]. The coolant volume flow at part-

load engine operation can be set such that the desired cooling can be

performed with minimal energy consumption of the coolant pump.

This work does not focus on the optimization of peripherals since it

assumes that in the class of vehicles considered here only little power

is needed for peripherals.

2.2.10 Automatic Stop-and-Start Device

Urban driving patterns usually include a considerable amount of ve¬

hicle standstill phases. Driving cycles which represent such conditions

take this into account. The ECE driving cycle has a standstill time

fraction of 36% and the FTP75 driving cycle one of 22%, see Ap¬

pendix C. During these phases, the engine is usually operated at idle,
hence with zero brake output. Some peripherals may need energy

even at vehicle standstill (lighting, heater fan, etc.) but that energy

is provided with extremely low efficiency. Therefore, it is reasonable

to shut down the engine during such phases and restart it when trac¬

tive power is needed again (or when the battery charge state becomes

too low). According to [70], the engine could be shut down 450'000

times in an expected vehicle life time of 150'000 km in real European

driving patterns. A conventional starter cannot fulfill this require¬
ment. Therefore, several systems have been proposed which combine

the starter, the generator, and the flywheel (e.g., see [70], [71], [72]
and [73]). A flywheel/starter/generator can be installed between two

clutches, as depicted in Figure 2.13. This allows to operate the fly¬

wheel/starter/generator in different modes as listed in Table 2.7. Ad¬

ditionally, such systems are able to use the electric machine for some

special low-power propulsion situations such as slow moves in traffic

jams where the IC engine can be shut down. In certain cases, the

starter can provide a short-time boosting function, see [74]. In combi¬

nation with an electric storage device that allows high currents (e.g.,
supercapacitors) such a starter-generalor allows even the broad-band
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control of the engine's rotational dynamics [73].

to gearbox

clutch #2 clutch #1

Figure 2.13: Configuration of flywheel/starter/generator

Table 2.7: Operation modes of a flywheel/starter/generator

clutch ^1 clutch #2 mode

engaged engaged normal vehicle propulsion

disengaged engaged normal idling, battery charging
or engine starting

engaged disengaged engine is shut down, battery

charging from vehicle's kinetic

energy (recuperation)

disengaged disengaged flywheel runs freely, its kinetic

energy can be used to restart the

engine

This work does not investigate the possibilities which such a flexible

system as a flywheel/starter/gcncrator offers. Nevertheless, the fuel

saving potential of an engine cranking device will be considered by
setting the fuel flow to zero in the driving cycle simulator during
vehicle standstill.
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2.3 Summary of Chapter 2

Focusing on vehicle fuel economy, an optimal operation of the power-

train must be guaranteed. While experienced drivers may be able to

drive a vehicle fuel-optimally, this is not the case for average drivers.

The implementation of a classical manual gearbox whose clutch and

gear-changing process is automated in a fuel-optimal sense is a promis¬

ing way to achieve excellent fuel economy with low additional costs.

The focus on the engine side has to be on the increase of its ef¬

ficiency for low-power operation. Regarding costs, the most promis¬

ing approaches for the 40 kW engine class investigated here is the

reduction of the engine displacement (downscaling) and either super¬

charging or the increase of the engine speed range. Both approaches
lead to an engine operation with less throttling. To minimize the fuel

consumption during vehicle standstill, an automatic engine stop-and-
start device is a promising system. Additional measures such as a

variable compression ratio or cylinder deactivation are not regarded
as suitable for this price-sensitive class of engines. For enhanced ther¬

momanagement of the engine (i.e. shorter warm-up phase, less energy

consumption) an electrically driven coolant pump may be reasonable.
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Chapter 3

Concepts Investigated

3.1 Vehicle Parameters

The vehicle is assumed to be built such that it offers enough space for

four passengers plus luggage. To minimize fuel consumption, it has to

be optimized regarding air drag, tire resistances, mass, and moments

of inertia. Figure 3.1 shows a sketch with the main vehicle properties.

Figure 3.1: Sketch of a vehicle

S'A
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Table 3.1: Main vehicle properties (curb mass includes 2 passengers

and full tank, vehicle speed v in m/s)

parameter symbol unit value

curb mass mv kg 800

maximum mass m„, inax kg 1050

inertia of the rotat¬ 9 kgm2 2.0

ing drivetrain elements

(w/o engine, based on

wheel rotational speed)

frontal area Af
0

m 2.0

air drag coefficient CD — 0.25

wheel radius r%u m 0.25

rolling resistance coeff. Cr (%) 0.8

Since the focus of this work is not the exact modeling of the vehicle,

only its integral properties are estimated as listed in Table 3.1. As

recent developments in production- and prototype vehicles show, such

parameters are realistic, see [3], [4] and [1].
The rolling resistance coefficient of the tires is chosen from [75]

for rolling resistance optimized tires. The dependence on the vehicle

speed is derived from "ecological" type tire data presented in [76].
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3.2 Engine Concepts Investigated

This work compares three different SI engine concepts:

Conventional design of a modern naturally aspirated engine.

Cylinder bore and stroke are in usual ranges, maximum engine

speed is artificially limited. This concept will be denoted as

CNA (Conventional Naturally Aspirated).

Geometrical scaling of a modern naturally aspirated engine from

the class of 0.5 liter displacement per cylinder to 40 kW rated

power. The downsized engine exploits the same maximum mean

piston speed as the original engine and therefore achieves high

engine speed at the rated power. This concept will be denoted

as DHS (Downscaled High Speed).

Downsizing and high supercharging. The engine displacement
is drastically reduced compared to conventional design and the

lost power is recovered using a charging device. The engine

speed range is artificially limited to values which are usual for

conventional engines. This concept will be denoted as DSC

(Downscaled Supercharged).

Turbocharged direct injected Diesel engine as a benchmark. The

performance and efficiency behavior of that concept is taken

from published data, see [77]. This concept will be denoted as

SCI (Supercharged Compression Ignition).

While the naturally aspirated engines use common technology, the

high-pressure supercharged concept is unusual. For that reason, all

concepts will be investigated using a thermodynamical engine process

simulator. The DSC engine will additionally be tested experimentally.
Table 3.2 lists the main parameters and properties of the three engines.
The choices will be established in the following chapters.
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Table 3.2: Main parameters and properties of the engines (CNA =

Conventional Naturally Aspirated, DHS = Downscaled

High Speed, DSC = Downscaled Supercharged, SCI =

Supercharged Compression Ignition)

parameter/property unit CNA JLJJjLiD IJb O SCI

z — 3 4 2 3

B mm 65 50 65 69.2

S mm 65 50 54 78.2

vd 1 0.647 0.393 0.358 0.882

— 12 13 9 19.5

nivc __ 2 2 2 1

W
eve

— 2 2 2 1

Dev mm 21.9 16.9 18.6 N.N.

D mm 25 19.2 20.4 N.N.

T
J-Jiv mm 7.2 5.5 7 N.N.

LCv mm 7.2 5.5 7 N.N.

ljcr mm 108 83 109.5 N.N.

A —- = 1 =1 <1 >1

rie^max rpm 6'500 11'200 7'000 5'000

mpsmax m/s 14.1 18.6 12.6 13.0

configuration line line flat line

cam configuration DOHC DOHC SOHC SOHC

valve act uator direct direct rocker direct

cam contact flat flat roller flat

charging device no no PWSC Turbo

Expensive concepts such as variable compression ratio, variation of

engine displacement, etc. would perceptibly increase the production
costs in this price-sensitive class and are therefore not investigated.

The reference engine for the naturally aspirated engines (CNA and

DHS) is presented in [78]. Its main parameters are B = S — 86 mm,

z
— 4, e = 10.5, DOHC with four valves per cylinder, mpsmaT

— 18.6
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m/s. Additional information such as valve lift curves and flow char¬

acteristics is published in [58]. All linear dimensions (e.g., valve lift,
valve diameter, etc.) are scaled proportionally. The geometrical com¬

pression ratio is chosen according to the results presented in [58] (see
also Table 6.1) and in Figure D.8. Usually, the engines are fueled rich

at operating points which produce high enthalpy flow to the exhaust

system. This is done on the one hand to decrease the temperature level

of the exhaust gases to prevent the catalyst from fast aging or destruc¬

tion and on the other hand because enriching the mixture causes an

increase in bmep, see [2]. Catalysts of the newest generation allow sur¬

face temperatures of up to 1400 K. Modern engine control algorithms
observe the catalyst temperature using physical models. This permits
to avoid rich mixtures as long as a critical catalyst temperature is not

reached. Therefore, the naturally aspirated engines investigated here

are supposed to be operated strictly stoichiometrieally.

3.2.1 Conventional Naturally Aspirated Engine

Three cylinders are chosen to obtain cylinder dimensions which are

close to normal for small production engines. The geometrical com¬

pression ratio is chosen according to the data presented in [58] and

in Figure D.8. Maximum engine speed is artificially limited to 6'500

rpm which is a usual value for production engines with three cylinders
(see Table 2.3).

3.2.2 Downscaled High-Speed Engine

In all parameters except the geometrical compression ratio, the DHS

concept is scaled from the reference engine [78]. The resulting engine
becomes small in displacement. Since it allows the same maximum

mps as the reference engine, its maximum speed becomes high. The

compression ratio is chosen according to the data presented in [58].
Published data from motorcycle engines shows that such compression
ratios are realistic, see [79]. Figure 3.2 shows the compression ratio

versus the normalized bore for passenger car engines as presented in

Appendix D, Figure D.8, and for motorcycle engines. The normalized

bore B — (~ • Vd)C)i//3 names the bore that gives an equal displace¬
ment as the original bore but for a bore-to-stroke ratio of one. The

motorcycle engine data was collected from the manufacturers for ten
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high-performance engines. The agreement with the knock limit pub¬
lished in [58] is very good.

12

10

8

knock limit for RON 95

• « «91 % • 1

e = 9.291 + 11.18 [m"1] (4/ti Vdc)1/3

0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08

(4/7tVdc)1/3[m]

0.09

Figure 3.2: Compression ratio versus normalized bore, ® = naturally

aspirated passenger car engines, A = naturally aspirated

motorcycle engines (all with RON 95 requirement, knock

limit curve from [58])

High-performance motorcycle engines are laid out to achieve high
peak power. This is done on the one hand by taking advantage of

the maximum possible mean piston speed (see Figure 3.3) and on

the other hand by applying a high bore-to-stroke ratio so that the

engine speed at peak power operation is high. Since the focus of the

DHS concept is not primarily on high specific power, the same-bore-to

stroke ratio as that of the reference engine is assumed.
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Figure 3.3: Mean piston speed at peak brake power operation versus

cylinder displacement, • = naturally aspirated passenger

car engines (see also Appendix D). A = naturally aspi¬
rated motorcycle engines

3.2.3 Supercharged Engine

In the class of larger engines, supercharging and mechanical charging
are applied mostly on engines which even without a charging device

offer enough performance for normal driving. The DSC concept in¬

vestigated here does not offer enough performance if the engine is

operated in a naturally aspirated mode, only. Therefore, the charging
device and its behavior are key elements: its efficiency has a direct

impact on the engine brake efficiency and its transient behavior on

the driveability. Two major problems occur when SI engines in the

40 kW class are substantially supercharged:

• the engine displacement and the dimensions of the charging de¬

vices become ver}' small,

• only a few charging devices are available for such low gas flow

rates as they are needed for small engines.
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The boost pressure demand is determined by the required WOT

torque behavior for low engine speed and thus for low gas flow rates.

Two inherently different charging device systems are known: de¬

vices which use the enthalpy of the engine's exhaust gases (i.e. tur-

bochargers and pressure wave superchargers) and devices which use

crankshaft work (i.e. mechanical chargers) for fresh air compression.

Figure 3.4 depicts the configuration for an exhaust gas-to-fresh air

enthalpy transfer device.

air

exhaust

gas outlet

Figure 3.4: Charging configuration

Applying the first principle of thermodynamics for such a charger
and neglecting all losses yields1

ma -Aha =raP -Ahc. (3.1)

For perfect gas behavior, Equation 6.2 can be written as

ma cP}a ATa =me -cPtC
• ATe. 13.2)

Assuming the state changes to be isentropic. Equation 3.2 can be

expressed with the compression pressure ratio nc and the expansion

pressure ratio ne (both > 0) as

1 All thermodynamical states are supposed to be 'total states.'
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nv» =^î.ii. ^ (î-nv +i. (3.3)

The mass flow ratio can be expressed using the stoichiometry def¬

initions (see Equation 1.1) which leads to

»a-1 / 1 \ T C f i=At\

nc^ = i + rF— v'- h-11^ +L (3-4)
\ A • Kgfojch J I

n Cp^n \ J

Figure 3.5 plots the ratio of the compression and expansion pres¬

sure ratios versus the expansion pressure ratio for different exhaust

temperatures according to Equation 3.4. The properties of the work¬

ing fluids originate from [2], À is set to 1, Tn is set to 293 K. An ideal

charging device (i.e. no mechanical losses, isentropic state changes)
would provide considerably higher intake pressure than exhaust pres¬

sure levels. Such a behavior has a positive effect for the engine cycle:
a higher intake than exhaust pressure level induces a gas exchange

loop which delivers net work to the piston.

n [-]
e

L J

Figure 3.5: Charging ratio behavior of an ideal charging device

A charging device has to be laid out such that the engine can

fulfill the vehicle's requirements in special driving situations. Most

critical are the vehicle start and slow driving in uphill situations. For
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driveability, it is desirable that the engine delivers as much torque

as possible at low engine speed. Therefore, the design criterion is a

certain minimum brake torque T\Q at a certain minimum engine speed

ni0, see Figure 3.6.

X WOT w/ charging device

WOT w/o charging device

Figure 3.6: WOT curve layout requirement

To determine this critical point, it is assumed that the vehicle with

its maximum allowed mass should be able to drive uphill gradients of

35% with a constant speed of 15 km/h without clutch slip. Since the

engine speed range of the DSC engine is similar to that of normal pro¬

duction engines, the total gear-ratio in the first gear jit = ne/nwheei
is supposed to be 15.5, which is an average value for vehicles in this

class1. The layout engine speed becomes 2'467 rpm for a wheel radius

of 0.25 m. Neglecting the transmission efficiency and any other source

of losses, the engine layout torque can be written as

m

J-lo =
m, g v sin(a)

2 • TV • 111
(3.5)

which leads to a layout torque of T\0 = 58 Nm (the engine brake power

being 15 kW). This corresponds to a bmep of 20.4 bar for the DSC

1One goal of the DSC engine is to achieve a powertrain behavior similar to that

obtained with a classical naturally aspirated engine. The use of an additional gear
for special situations would lead to different engine WOT requirements but would

change the powertrain behavior in an unwanted way.
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engine with its total displacement of 0.358 1. Such a bmep level can

be obtained with an absolute boost pressure of about 2 bar, see [80].

The air mass flow rate can be written as

* À • l\stotch ' -L
e

' ^e /o r-\
ma= —

(3.6)
Vc '

-tlfuel

Assuming a brake efficiency of ne = 0.3, a A = 1.0, and a lower

specific fuel heating enthalpy oîHfuei = 43.2 MJ/kg, the air mass flow

becomes 0.0170 kg/s. At the rated engine power of 40 kW, the air

mass flow can be estimated using the same considerations and yields
0.0453 kg/s. Assuming the rated power is delivered at the maximum

engine speed of 7'000 rpm, the bmep would be 19.2 bar. The required
absolute boost pressure to achieve this bmep level again is at least 2

bar.

Layout criterion: A charging device which suits the needs of the

DSC concept must be able to offer a compression pressure ratio of at

least nc = 2 for an air mass flow rate of 0.0170
...

0.0453 kg/s (which
corresponds to a volume flow rate of 0.0143

... 0.0381 m3/s at 293K,
1 bar).

Turbochargers

Turbochargers are usually composed of a radial air compressor and a

single-stage exhaust-gas-driven turbine mounted on a common shaft.

Fresh air is compressed using the enthalpy of the exhaust gases. The

compressor and turbine speed and thus the boost pressure are con¬

trolled using a waste gate, i.e. a controllable bypass of the turbine to

release excess exhaust pressure from the turbine housing. Figure 3.7

shows a typical compressor performance map. The surge limit, which

is characteristic for dynamic compression devices (see [81]), prevents
the implementation of high boost pressure at low volume flow rates.

Knowing the isentropic efficiency of the compressor from a map,
its mechanical power demand is calculated as

Pc = ~Ji-Ra-Tbc-—^T (n> -1
. (3.7)
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11 = constant
sc

boost pressure

limit of engine

nAeXc=COnSt

Vc ref ^

(mVT^/T^p^/p^)

Figure 3.7: Typical compressor performance map (Vc — air volume

flow rate, mc = air mass flow rate, nr/, = charging pres¬

sure ratio, n — compressor speed, Tref = reference tem¬

perature, Tic = temperature before compressor, pref =

reference pressure, pbc = pressure before compressor, r/sc

= isentropic compression efficiency)

The efficiency of the turbine is greatly influenced by the direction

of the approaching gas flow relative to the rotor, see [2] and [82]. This

direction is usually characterized by the blade speed ratio lib which is

the ratio of the turbine blade circumferential speed and the isentropic
flow speed

Uh =
"6

Cs
(3.8)

where the circumferential speed is the product of the turbine's angular
velocity and its mean radius

lib = Wf • rf. (3.9)

Applying the first principle of thermodynamics for an isentropic
flow process yields
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= Ahs. (3.10)

Assuming perfect gas behavior, the isentropic flow speed can be

expressed as

2 •

cp • rw i - nÉ (3.11)

The flow direction in the housing's coordinate system is set using
nozzle blades. When the nozzle blades are fixed, one optimal blade

speed ratio exists (i.e. when the flow approaches the turbine vanes in

the matching angle). Leaving this optimal value decreases the turbine

efficiency. This behavior can be approximated using a polynomial
approach, see [83]:

ï]st — f)st,max\^^e
il n&

n
b.opt nb,opt

(3.12)

Regarding the state change, the turbine can be approximated with

a throttle behavior in the exhaust gas path, see [83] and [84]. The

mass flow can be modeled as

where the flow function $fnp) is

mP= Ai.^f(neint)-£*=V(ILe)
VRTi

(3.13)
bt

tf (IL) = <

2k
c

KP —1

h f -pi

il Kt
- il

Kf
2 \ K' ~L

if ne <

else.

he+l

1—«(=

The mechanical power of the turbine can be written as

Hi
Pt =e -r/st Rc Tht

tx p JL

n. -i
.

(3.14)

(3.15)

During static operation, the energy balance for the turbocharger
shaft
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Pc = Pt T)m (3-16)

must be fulfilled.

The consequence of Equation 3.13 is that, for a constant exhaust

gas mass flow rate rae, the turbine pressure ratio ne is increased by

decreasing the effective turbine flow area At)Cff- Therefore, the me¬

chanical power of the turbine is increased by decreasing the effective

turbine flow area, see Equation 3.15. The turbine size thus has to

be laid out according to the boost pressure specification for low mass

flow rates, with the consequence that it delivers too much power for

high mass flow rates. Therefore, the exhaust gas pressure level has to

be controlled using the waste gate.

The turbochargers discussed so far have a fixed geometry. Recent

developments in Diesel engine turbochargers have led to turbines with

variable geometry (VTG), i.e. turbines with adjustable nozzle blades.

Changing the nozzle blade angle affects the effective flow area At>eff,
the optimal blade speed ratio Tib, and thus the efficiency. Turbines

with variable geometry can achieve equal shaft power with a larger
turbine size, produce lower exhaust gas pressure levels for high mass

flow rates, and allow the turbocharger to be operated without a waste

gate or with reduced use of the waste gate. The engine efficiency can

be enhanced by about 5% at high engine speed compared with waste-

gate control, see [85]. The main drawback of a VTG turbocharger is

that the efficiency of the comparably larger turbine is lower for low

exhaust gas flow rates than that of the turbocharger with waste gate
control. As a consequence VTG turbochargers do not achieve the

same boost pressure for low exhaust gas flow rates as conventional

types, see [85]. The enhancement of the engine efficiency in medium

to high engine-speed regimes using a VTG turbocharger leads to dis¬

advantages in the low engine speed regime.
VTG turbochargers are available for CI engines. They are built for

significantly lower exhaust gas temperatures than those occurring in SI

engines. It is not yet clear if VTG is a useful approach for SI engine

supercharging since the temperature problem would lead to larger

gaps between the individual components and thereby to increased

losses. A simpler approach than adjustable nozzle blades is the use of

a slider mechanism to vary only the effective flow area of the turbine,
see [85] and [86].
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Table 3.3: Static behavior of production turbocharger compressors

(pertinent T))r = 293 K, pbc = 1 bar)

parameter unit model 1 model 2 model 3 model 4

_^ ^__
___ _

__^.

rpm 178'000 175'000 235'000 205'000

>2 >2 >2 >2

rpm 270^00 220'000 260'000 260'00Û

However, only a few turbochargers exist as yet that may meet the

demands of the DSC concept. All of them are classical constructions

without any variability. Table 3.3 lists the critical parameters of four

production turbochargers. Only one turbocharger (model 3) meets

the demands of the DSC concept which include a charging pressure

ratio of at least Uc = 2 for the air mass flow range of 0.0170 kg/s
to 0.0453 kg/s. The diameters of the compressor and turbine blade

wheels are only about 34 mm.

An interesting aspect is the turbine pressure ratio to emphasize
the difference between an ideal charging device (see Equation 3.4 and

Figure 3.5) and a real turbocharger with kinematic coupling of com¬

pressor and turbine. Table 3.4 lists the calculated static operating
behavior of the turbocharger (with compressor model 3 of Table 3.3).
The exhaust gas temperature before the turbine T'bt is assumed to be

at the maximally allowed level of 1223 K. While for the layout point
an excellent behavior can be observed (the compressor pressure ratio

is larger than the turbine pressure ratio), the situation changes dra¬

matically for the peak power point. Because the turbocharger is laid

out to achieve a high boost pressure level for low gas flow rates, its

efficiency is very bad for comparably high gas flow rates. The turbine

pressure ratio of Tle = 4.7 is prohibitive regarding engine efficiency.
These results are based on the assumption that the exhaust gas pres¬

sure before the turbine is constant. In reality, the pulsating turbine

impingement caused by the pressure variations in the exhaust system

can noticeably increase the turbine efficiency. Nevertheless, the fact

remains that the exhaust pressure ratio for high engine output is too

Tlc,max (0-0170 kg/s)

pertinent speed

nc,maa;(0-0453 kg/s)

pertinent speed
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Table 3.4: Calculated operating behavior of the turbocharger

parameter un it layout point peak power i

ne rpm 2'467 7'000

nc — 2 2

*

kg/s 0.0170 0.0453

rp K 1223 1223

Vsc _ 0.53 0.62

TJst _ 0.53 0.15

ntc rpm 220'000 240'00ü

Pc W 2'068 4712

ne — 1.773 4.725

nc/nc — 1.128 0.423

high for fuel efficient applications.

Conclusion: A turbocharger with fixed geometry is unsuitable for

supercharging the DSC engine. While the compressor can meet the

requirements, the pressure ratios to drive the turbine at high engine

speed are far too high. This is because the turbine is too small for

such operating points. A turbine with an adjustable turbine flow area

(see [85] and [86]) would yield much better results. A doubling of

the effective flow area At,eff would yield a turbine pressure ratio of

nR = 2.36 at the peak power operating point. Other concepts such

as two-stage turbocharging would lead to better results as well, espe¬

cially because a high boost pressure could be achieved for basically the

whole engine speed range, see [86]. Other systems such as electrically
assisted turbochargers or electrically driven superchargers to support
the turbocharger during critical phases (see [87]) could solve the prob¬
lems, too. Such systems would massively increase the complexity and

cost of the charging system and are therefore not investigated in this

work.
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Pressure-Wave Superchargers

Pressure-wave superchargers (PWSC) do not have a physical sepa¬

ration of the air and exhaust gas paths. Air is compressed in nar¬

row channels in direct contact with the exhaust gas. Because pres¬

sure waves (which are responsible for the pressure transfer) propagate
much faster than the contact front between air and exhaust gas, air

can be compressed without being contaminated with exhaust gas. To

guarantee a continuous working of the device, the channels arc ar¬

ranged on a rotor wheel. Figure 3.8 shows a picture of a prototype
rotor wheel (produced by Swissauto/Wenko AG, Burgdorf, Switzer¬

land) that matches the DSC concept requirements.

Figure 3.8: PWSC rotor wheel (scale 1:1)

The rotation of the rotor wheel relative to the PWSC housing
is designed such that the pressure-wave process is correctly tuned.

Therefore, the drive of a PWSC only has to cover friction losses and

does not have to provide compression work. Figure 3.9 depicts the

working principle of a correctly tuned PWSC with a controllable flow

to the so-called "gas pocket/'
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Figure 3.9: Working principle of a PWSC with a controllable flow to

the gas pocket (GPV = Gas Pocket Valve)

The exhaust gas flow which is fed to the PWSC via the gas pocket
does not participate in the boosting process. Therefore, the boost

pressure level can be controlled with the gas pocket valve (GPV). A

direct exhaust gas bypass of the PWSC would disturb the low-pressure
part of the process (i.e. the scavenging process) and cannot be applied.

As Figure 3.9 shows, a PWSC adds air to the exhaust gas. De¬

pending on the operating conditions, the À of the exhaust gas leaving
the PWSC can be larger than 2 even if the engine is operated stoichi-

ometrically. This prevents the use of a single three-way catalyst after

the charger. A pressure-wave supercharged SI engine has to use two

catalysts: one between the engine and the charger and the other after

the charger. Figure 3.10 depicts the DSC engine with an electrically
synchronized PWSC and the two catalysts. The first catalyst (cat
#1) either acts as a three-way or as a reduction catalyst, depending
on the air-to-fuel ratio. The second (cat #2) acts as an oxidation cat¬

alyst. For low engine load, the exhaust gas temperature is rather low.

Diluting the exhaust gas with fresh air leads to the temperatures of

the second catalyst being too low for a good oxidation efficiency. For
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that reason, an additional throttle is placed in the air path entering
the PWSC. When this scavenge control throttle (SCTH) is activated,
the scavenge process is influenced in such a way that less fresh air is

scavenged to the exhaust gas side. With the SCTH it is even possible
to force and control EGR, see [88]. With the two-catalyst system it

is possible to operate the engine under rich conditions (e.g., to pre¬

vent the catalyst #1 that is mounted very close to the engine from

overheating) without producing high HC emissions.

According to [89], the mass, momentum, and energy balance for

the primary shock-wave leads to

m3
_ yj ^2 /2 1I31 — 1

for a one-dimensional flow of perfect gas without heat transfer and

frictional losses. The subscript "w3'' denotes the state of the exhaust

gas entering the rotor at the main inlet port, the subscript "1" denotes

the state of the uncompressed air in the rotor cells, and n3i denotes

the pressure ratio p3/p\. The mass balance for the whole idealized

high-pressure process under steady-state boundary conditions reads

as follows:

m2=m3 + rhgP (3.18)

where mgp denotes the exhaust gas mass flow fed to the gas pocket.
As Equation 3.17 shows, the pressure ratio n3i is a function of mainly

the exhaust gas temperature T3, the mass flow rate m3 entering the

rotor cells, and the inflow port area A3. The pressure of the fresh air

in the rotor channel after the primary shock wave has passed is equal
to the exhaust gas pressure p3. Therefore, nc = II31 or II23 = 1 is

valid if only the primary shock wave is considered. As a consequence,

the thermodynamical behavior of the simplifyied high-pressure part
of a PWSC under optimally tuned conditions and without any losses

would be

II93 = 1

(3.19)
n3i = nc = f{m3,A3,p1,p2,T2,T3).

Notice that the high-pressure part does not "see1' the exhaust gas

back-pressure p±. This does not mean that p4 is unimportant for the
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Figure 3.10: DSC engine sketch (MTH = main throttle, SCTH =

scavenge control throttle, GPV = gas pocket valve, EM
= electric motor, I/C = intercooler, RV = reflux valve)
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PWSC. On the contrary, the low pressure levels are very important
to guarantee a proper rotor cell scavenging.

The simplified steady-state model presented does not yet take into

account any friction, heat flux, leakage, effects of detuned PWSC

speed, or subsequent pressure-waves. In reality, the subsequent pres¬

sure waves have an important influence on the PWTSC performance:
boost pressure higher than exhaust gas pressure can be achieved un¬

der some operating conditions. Anyhow, experiments with the PWSC

on the DSC engine show that the simple approach "intake pressure

= exhaust pressure" is valid for a large operating range, sec Figure
6.6. Qualitatively it can be said that the relative heat flux increases

with decreasing mass flow rates, leakage increases with increasing pres¬

sure levels, and frictional losses increase with increasing gas flow rates.

Subsequent pressure-wave processes increase boost pressure compared
to the estimations made with the simplified model. The effects of a

detuned rotor speed can be significantly reduced by the use of ad¬

ditional pockets on the high-pressure air side "2", see [89]. A more

detailed model of the PWSC can be found in [90].

Conclusion: Compared with a turbocharger, the PWSC has four big
advantages when used for high-pressure supercharging of engines with

small displacement:

• A PWSC produces high boost pressure levels for low gas flow

rates without causing high exhaust gas pressure levels for high
engine power.

• The speed of a PWSC is basically a function of engine speed and

is relatively independent of engine displacement. High charger
speeds such as turbochargers typically show for small engines
(i.e. above 200'000 rpm) are not necessary.

• Unlike for a dynamic compressor, no surge limit exists. The

boost pressure for low gas flow rates is given by the inflow port
area A3, the temperature level of the exhaust gases T3, and the

leakage.

• The dynamic response of a PWSC is much faster than that of a

turbocharger, see [91]. The dynamic behavior is determined by
the pressure-wave process, the time constants are in the range
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of 10 ms, see [88], while turbochargers have to accelerate the

turbine-shaft-compressor unit to increase boost pressure.

It has to be pointed out that a PWSC does not necessarily have

to be synchronized with an electrical motor. The synchronization of

the pressure-wave process is also possible by a direct coupling of the

PWSC to the engine crankshaft via a belt drive (gear-ratio 5... 6,
see [20] and [89]) and by implementing a mechanism to twist the

air housing of the PWSC. Another approach is the coupling of the

PWSC to the engine crankshaft via a vario-drive. Even free-running

pressure-wave superchargers (i.e. chargers without any need of ex¬

ternal synchronization) have been investigated in the past, see [92].
Further enhancements can be expected when the inflow port area As
is designed to be variable.

In the past, PWTSC have been investigated and produced mainly
for CI engine boosting, see [93], [94], [95], [96], [97], [98], [99], [100],
[101], [102] and [103]. The turbocharger enhancements for CI engine

applications and their ease of application prevented the PWSC from

becoming a commercial success. This is why no devices are available

commercially at the present time. However, the possibility to ap¬

ply high-pressure supercharging with excellent transient behavior for

small SI engines using a PWTSC could change this situation.

Mechanical Chargers

Mechanical chargers (MC) can be either of dynamic or displacement
type. Dynamic type chargers have the same surge problems as tur¬

bocharger compressors; they need very high speeds and are there¬

fore usually not directly coupled to the engine crankshaft. For high-
pressure supercharging the commonly used blowers (Roots or Eaton

blowers) are unsuitable, see [104]. Chargers with inner compression
have to be used. Displacement type chargers have the advantage that

in first approximation the volume flow rate is proportional to the

charger speed. The pressure ratios which can be achieved are widely
independent of the charger speed. A few chargers with inner compres¬

sion are available (Lysholm, screw, Wankel, scroll, piston, and sliding
vane types). Mechanical chargers have the disadvantage that they
use mechanical power from the engine crankshaft (which is delivered

with poor efficiency) for air compression and some produce, compared
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with other chargers, much noise. The advantage is that unlike tur¬

bochargers or pressure-wave superchargers mechanical chargers leave

the exhaust system unchanged and that they can offer an excellent

transient behavior.

A scroll type charger with an integrated electromagnetic clutch is

available which would be suitable for the DSC concept, see [105] and

[106]. Figure 3.11 shows its isentropic and volumetric efficiency, the

charger speed, and the driving power versus the volume flow rate Va

and the compression ratio nc.

Figure 3.12 shows the bmep of the DSC engine to drive the me¬

chanical charger under steady-state conditions. It is assumed that the

charger is operated at twice the engine speed (ich = 2).
Focusing on engine efficiency it is clear that the charger should be

decoupled from the engine crankshaft when it is not needed. Under

steady-state conditions, the charger should be coupled to the engine
as much below the WOT curve of the engine as torque is needed to

drive the charger. Once coupled to the engine, the load is controlled by

closing the charger bypass valve, see Figure 2.3. During load transients

which start in naturally aspirated and end in supercharged engine

regimes, the charger has to be coupled and thus accelerated. The

acceleration should be as fast as possible to permit a fast engine torque

response for good driveability. Neglecting friction and gas load, the

energy which is needed to accelerate the charger from standstill to uch

is

Wch = d-f^lh. (3.20)

Assuming that 50% of the energy is dissipated in the clutch and

that the transferred torque is constant, the engine brake torque to

accelerate the charger at constant engine speed can be estimated as

I
engage

=

~^~~, (3.21)
^e

"

<-eng

where tengage is the time which is needed to speed up the charger.
Expressed in bmep, Equation 3.21 becomes

bmcpeng = —
—^

. (3.22)
*d ^engage
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Figure 3.12: Brake mean effective pressure of the DSC engine to

drive the MC at an intake pressure of 1 bar and Tlc = 1

It is obvious that the engine load increases with decreasing ac¬

celeration time. The moment of inertia of the mechanical charger is

approximately 3.5 • 10~~4 kgm2. This leads to a charger acceleration

load as depicted in Figure 3.13.

Assuming the driver performs a ramp-shaped accelerator pedal
transient and expects a continuous increase in engine brake torque,

the charger has to be coupled to the engine at least at bm,epeng below

WOT while the throttle has to be electronically controlled to guaran¬

tee a smooth torque transient. Since the acceleration model does not

cover any friction, the coupling process has to be initiated even sooner.

Conclusion: The use of mechanical chargers for highly supercharged

engines in the 40 kW class is possible. Such engines often have to

switch between naturally aspirated and supercharged modes during

driving. A mechanical charger would therefore have to be coupled
with and decoupled from the engine so often as to cause challenging
control and durability problems.
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Figure 3.13: Brake mean effective pressure to accelerate the MC

Optimal Charging Device

Figure 3.14 shows the expected efficiency behavior of a high-pressure
supercharged engine with different chargers.

For a high-pressure supercharged engine in the 40 kW class, no

practical turbocharger exists. It is not clear yet if turbochargers could

be built which would suit the needs of such a concept. A mechanical

charger offers lower engine efficiency than an exhaust-to-intake energy
transfer device so that - for a concept focusing on fuel efficiency - a

PWSC offers the highest potential.

3.2.4 Diesel Engine

Data for the Diesel engine is taken from [77]. This reference engine has

three cylinders, a displacement of 1.19 liters, a VTG turbocharger, and

delivers a peak power of 45 kW. To obtain engine data for a modern

Diesel engine with 40 kW peak power, the reference engine is scaled.

It is assumed that the reference and the scaled engine have identical

Ve = f(mps, bmep) maps. The displacement is scaled such that a peak
power of 40 kW is achieved.
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with turbocharger or PWSC
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with mechanical charger

-— fuelmep

mechanical charger coupling hysteresis

Figure 3.14: Output-input mep representation for an engine with

different chargers {bmepn/a is the maximum bmep for

the naturally aspirated engine)

3.3 Summary of Chapter 3

The vehicle that is assumed in in this work has a curb mass of 800 kg
and an air drag coefficienct x a frontal area of 0.5 m2. The rolling
resistance coefficient is assumed to be 0.8%.

Three SI and one CI engine are defined for the comparison:

» A naturally aspirated SI engine with three cylinders and a total

displacement of 0.647 1. The maximum engine speed is limited

to 6'500 rpm which results in a maximum mean piston speed of

14.1 m/s.

• A naturally aspirated SI engine with four cylinders and a total

displacement of 0.393 1. This engine is scaled from a production

engine with a total displacement of 2 1. The maximum mean

piston speed is set to 18.6 m/s which is the value of the reference

engine. The resulting maximum engine speed is 11'200 rpm.

» A supercharged SI engine with two cylinders and a total dis¬

placement of 0.358 1. Supercharging is performed with a près-
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sure wave device. The maximum engine speed is limited to 7'000

rpm which results in a maximum mean piston speed of 12.6 m/s.

• A turbocharged CI engine with three cylinders and a total dis¬

placement of 0.882 1. This engine is scaled from a production
engine with a total displacement of 1.19 1.

Further details are listed in Table 3.2.



Chapter 4

Thermodynamic Engine

This chapter describes the tools and their underlying models which

were used to simulate the thermodynamic behavior of the engines.
The efficiency maps for the three concepts are presented.

4.1 Engine Simulator

The efficiency behaviors of the three different concepts were simulated

using a quasi-dimensional thermodynamic process simulator. The core

of the program1 integrates the mass, energy and species balance for

two zones with equal pressure in the combustion chamber (i.e. one

zone of burned and one of imburned gas, each in a homogeneous state).
The species balance is solved for the two components "fresh gas" and

"burned gas". The zones differ in their temperature, caloric, and ther¬

mal properties. Figure 4.1 depicts the energy and mass flow paths for

the core model as well as the working principle of the thermodynamic

process simulator. The intake and exhaust manifolds are assumed to

have a constant thermodynamical state. Hence, no multicylinder ef¬

fects (cylinder-to-cylinder impacts) can be simulated. The two-point

lThe core simulator was developed at the Laboratory of Internal Combustion

Engines and Combustion 'technology. ETH Zürich.

m.
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boundary value problem which occurs for static engine operation (i.e.
the identity of compositions, masses and temperatures at process start

and end) is solved iteratively. A detailed description of the core sim¬

ulator can be found in [581.

CORE MODEL INPUT

engine geometry, intake manifold states, exhaust manifold pressure,

valve flow characteristics and lift curves, engine speed, wail heat

model parameters, stoichiometry, heat release pattern
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Figure 4.1: Energy flow, mass flow, and iteration scheme
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The core model is embedded in an environment which allows the

implementation of models to generate its start and boundary condi¬

tions. Most models depend on the output of the core model (e.g., the

pressure drops depend on flow rates, the intake and exhaust mani¬

fold pressures of a supercharged engine depend on an energy balance

of the charging device). Therefore, another iteration loop is imple¬

mented to achieve steady-state boundary conditions which fulfill the

physical balances of all components. Additionally, an automatism is

implemented to simulate the whole engine map. Figure 4.2 depicts

the working principle of the engine simulator.

4.1.1 Quasi-Dimensional Models

Assuming that the combustion chamber is divided into several zones

"i," where each zone consists of different components"k" the mass

balance for each zone is calculated as follows:

dml * *
(

—- -mi + m)X (4.1)
at

where mix denotes the mass exchange between the zones.

The caloric equation is expressed as

din = cvt(Ti) -dTt + Y2 Tp1 • dxk (4.2)

where Xf. denotes the mass fraction of the component k. The first

principle of thermodynamics for each zone leads to

dUi drrii dTi ^—> dui dxk
—— = Ut—z— + miCvi— h rtii } - —

at at dt L~-1 ox û dt
k

K

a V; x—*,
*

\—"\
*

p^r + E^+E*

(4.3)

Assuming the gas has ideal behavior (pi • Vi = mi Ri Ti), the state

equation leads to

dVi dplrr
„

dT, dR;
^

dm;
^ ^ /À 1S

Pl^l + -ji-K = mtRt—^ + ml-^-Tl + —^R^. 4.4
at dt dt dt at
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Figure 4.2: Working principle of the engine simulator
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With the conditions that the pressure is equal in all zones and that

the total volume is the sum of all the volumes of all zones (V = Y2i Vi)-,
a nonlinear ordinary differential equation can be obtained for the

cylinder pressure. The combination of the mass balance, the energy

balance, and the state and the caloric equation leads to

dp

It,

dxh dt
Ei

j-£ i
—^

#
^^—^

*

\—> ÖUi uXb

E-».^.

(4.5)

The time derivative of each zone's temperature can be formulated as

dTi !
frrdp drrii

—— ==
(miCm) [Vi— hi—-—

dt
v p J

V dt dt
E^+E4 +

dRi xr^ àiii dxk
-rm—T-T, - nii ) ^^—-jr

z—' OXb at
k

K

(4.6)

dt

Since such a model divides the combustion chamber in different

zones but does not consider any spatial information (quasi-dimensional
approach), submodels have to be formulated to associate or split the

flow over the system borders to the individual zones. These submod¬

els are not discussed here. The core simulator is a two-zone model

(i G {1,2}). The start-value problem for the stiff set of ordinary dif¬

ferential equations is solved numerically using the implicit multi-step
method of Adams-Moulton which is initialized for each segment of the

thermodynamic cycle.

The core model computes the caloric properties using viral ap¬

proaches (i.e. cp, c\, and thus k are polynomial functions of the tem¬

perature onlv) for the components Ar\ COo, C$Hi$, H20, N2 and

02.
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4.1.2 Flow Through Valve Model

The flows through the valves are modeled as flows through orifices

assuming overall isenthalpic processes. This leads to the mass flow

equation (the index "0" denotes the state before the valve)

mv=Aeff-^=^(Tlv), (4.7)

where \I> is the flow function which achieves its maximum when the

sonic pressure ratio is reached or undershot

2f-c (TT~r TT ft \ U' TT ^- 2 \

#0I„) = <

/-, — 1

il, *
- il,

h

if il, <

K-i \^v "ü ;
" "« ^

v «.-i-i

v
k { ^y J

h L

else.

All non-ideal effects such as rim zone effects and jet contraction

are lumped into the effective flow area Aeff

Aeff = a(hrel,Tlv) • Aref (4.9)

where Aref is a reference area (e.g., the valve seat area or the bore

area) and a(hrei, Tlv) is the flow function. The mass flow rate through
valves (and thus the flow function a) is experimentally determined

under steady-state conditions and for constant valve lift hrej.

4.1.3 Intake Gas Dynamics Model

To approximate the intake gas flow dynamics, the simulator uses a

gas bar model. Starting from a constant intake manifold state, it

is assumed that an incompressible gas bar with length L has to be

accelerated. This approach leads to a pressure difference of

L

.

d2m f ds
,Àtns

Ap=HF-jj(s) (4l0)

0

where A(s) is the flow cross-section along the gas bar. It is assumed

that the pressure difference affects one half each of the pressure before

and after the intake valve.
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4.1.4 Wall Heat Transfer Model

For the heat transfer calculation, the temperature difference, the heat

transfer area, and the heat transfer coefficient have to be known. Be¬

cause the core model uses a zero-dimensional approach, the heat trans¬

fer areas of the two zones under consideration are not known, but are

estimated with the known volumetric extensions (Ai ~ V-t ). The

temperatures of the cylinder head, the valves, the piston, and the

cylinder liner temperatures are estimated using an approach which

was presented by Bargende in [107]. From these temperatures, a

mean combustion chamber surface temperature as a function of the

crank angle is calculated. The thermal conductivity is calculated with

Woschni's model described in [108].

4.1.5 Combustion Model

Commercial gasoline is a blend of various hydrocarbons. It typically
consists of 100 different molecules of the classes paraffins, napthenes,

olefins, aromatics, as well as oxigenates such as alcohols and ethers

as anti-knock additives. Therefore, the reaction mechanisms are very

complex (typically thousands of different parallel and serial reactions

and hundreds of intermediate species, see [109]). The chemical re¬

action rate is coupled to the local transportation properties and thus

depends on the flow field and the turbulence level. The smallest eddies

of the in-cylinder flow field are in the magnitude of the Kolmogorov
scale (around 101 /im. see [110]) and the largest eddies are in the

magnitude of the bore. While CFD programs approximately solve the

Navier-Stokes equations using small-scale turbulence models along a

computational grid, it is evident that such a modeling and numerical

effort is too large to compute the global heat release pattern needed

for a cycle simulator. Therefore, the combustion is modeled as an

external heat supply to the burned zone. The heat release can be

written as

*
* dxh

Qc— Hfuer ,f,burned=: Hfuel ' Cred '

TUfjotal
'

~~7r (4.11)

where cred < 1 is a multiplier to take effects like flame-quenching into

account and Xh is the heat release function. Vibe [111] suggested the

following heat release function:
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X}} ((p) — 1 — exp (4.12)

The Vibe heat release function has four parameters: tpc,start (crank
angle where combustion starts), Atpc (combustion duration), q (q=-
6.908 for 99.9% conversion at (p = (^C^ari+A^c), and mv (burn shape

parameter).
Csallner studied the changes of the combustion parameters when

the engine operating point is changed on a naturally aspirated four-

cylinder two-liter production engine with a roof shaped combustion

chamber. He presented prediction models for the change of the com¬

bustion duration and the Vibe form parameter in [112]. This models

are implemented in the engine simulator. In fact, the heat release

pattern of SI engines significantly differs from cycle to cycle. There¬

fore, a typical "mean" cycle is regarded as representative for a certain

engine operating point. The combustion parameters (A(pc and mv),
the equivalence ratio À, the engine speed n, the residual gas fraction

xr, as w^ell as the cylinder pressure peo and temperature Tqq at 60°CA

before TDC have to be known for a reference point (index "re/"). The

combustion duration for any other operating point is estimated with

5

Aipc = A(pc,ref JJ g, (4.13)
i-L

with the influence factors for

/
^

\ -0.28

pressure g\
— I -—^— ) , (4-14)

rri

temperature g2 = 1.33-^^- - 0.33, (4.15)

2A2 - 3 4A + 2 4
equivalence ratio g3 = — —

——, (4.16)
ZAref - 6AAref + 2.4

reside« « = 0.237-^ + 0.763, (4.17)
Xrcf

.
1.33 - 660/n

and engine speed g5 = ^^^^^^^^^. (4.18)
1.33 — bo0/nref
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Figure 4.3: Influence factors

The Vibe form parameter change is predicted with

0.625+ 750/n,
mv — mv^ref

0.625 + 750/nre/
(4.19)

Figure 4.3 shows the graphs of the influence factors. A shorter

burning duration is predicted with increasing pressure (thus with in¬

creasing load), with increasing temperature, with mixture enrichment,
with less residual gas, and with increasing engine speed.

An important insight of Csallner's work is that the combustion

duration as well as the form parameter are not influenced when the

ignition is shifted. For the simulations, this means that the Vibe heat

release function can be set such that maximum brake torque (MBT)
is achieved without changing any parameter other than the burn start
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crank angle. Bargende reported in [113] that for MBT for any engine

operating point the crank angle where 50% of the fuel is burned lies

in a narrow band around 8°CA after TDC. Using Vibe's approach
and setting the 50% burned position at a crank angle of </?5o, the burn

start crank angle can be expressed as

Pbvm,start = ¥>50
- &iph (ln0.5/q)'^+T . (4.20)

For the simulations, the 50% burned position is set to 9950=8°CA
after TDC unless knock is predicted (see section 4.1.7). If knock is

predicted the heat release function is shifted in an iterative scheme

such that the engine is operated at borderline knock.

4.1.6 Fuel Utilization Model

Not all the fuel which is aspirated into the combustion chamber is

burned. On the one hand rich mixtures have insufficient oxygen for a

complete combustion and on the other hand losses can occur by

» flame-quenching near cold combustion chamber boundaries,

• flame-quenching at an entrance to a crevice,

• blow-by (usually < 0.5% fuel mass),

• flame-quenching due to excessive turbulence,

• oil layers on the cylinder liner which absorb and desorb fuel

vapor,

• poor combustion quality.

To estimate the importance of flame quenching near cold combus¬

tion chamber boundaries, the mechanisms in the thermal boundary

layer are essential. The flame extinguishes if the thermal conduction

from the reaction zone to the cold combustion chamber boundaries ex¬

ceeds a certain amount of the heat released in the reaction zone. The

thermal boundary layer has typical dimensions around Ob = 1 mm and

the flame quenching distance is in the interval ôq = 0.04.. .0.2 mm, see

[2] p. 599. Looking at a two-zone model (burned/unburned zone with

different temperatures but equal pressure), the mass composition, the
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volume composition, the definitions of mass and volume fraction, and

the thermal equation for ideal gas can be written as

m = 7776 + u

mb
xb =

m

pVb = mb-R- Th

V = Vb + vu

Vb
Hb = —

pVu = mu R-Tu.

With this model, the dependency of mass and volume fraction of

the burned zone can be expressed as

xb =
n

T

, _]_

Vb1-^ 1 (4.21)

Figure 4.4 depicts the volume fraction versus the mass fraction of

burned gas for various zone temperature ratios.

Figure 4.4: Volume fraction versus mass fraction of burned gas for

various zone temperature ratios

Assuming that the combustion ends in the region of 30°CA after

TDC, the situation depicted in Figure 4.5 occurs for an engine with a
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N „

unbumed zone

Figure 4.5: Geometry and zones of a flat combustion chamber at

30°CA after TDC (c = clearance distance)

flat combustion chamber. The piston's distance z3q from the cylinder
head can be approximated with

30 ~ S- [0.086+ (o - I)"1] (4.22)

With this distance, the volume fraction of burned gas at 30°CA
after TDC can be expressed as

(B-2Ö)2- (1
yb =

26

Z30

B'< (4.23)

The combination of Equations 4.21 and 4.23 leads to a relation

between the quenching distance and the mass fraction of burned gas:
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Evaluating Equation 4.24 for the engine concepts investigated as

well as for the reference two-liter engine (B — S — 86mm, £=10.5)
and setting Tb/Tlt=3.51 leads to the graph shown in Figure 4.6.

As evident in Figure 4.6, a considerable amount of the fuel escapes

the primary combustion process due to flame quenching near cold

combustion chamber boundaries. Engines with smaller combustion

chamber dimensions show larger losses. Fortunately, not all hydro¬
carbons which are in the imburned zone when the flame extinguishes
are lost. The diffusion and oxidation process following the primary

combustion process reduces the amount of wall-quench hydrocarbons

1 Two-zone simulations show that typical temperature ratios at 30 °CA after

TDC are between 3 and 4.
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by several orders of magnitude, see [2] p. 601 and [114]. The flame-

quenching near cold combustion chamber boundaries has a negligible
influence on the fuel utilization in an SI engine.

The major sources for reduced fuel utilization (and thus for HC

emissions) are the crevices in the combustion chamber, see [2] p. 604.

The main crevice lies between the piston, the piston rings, and the

cylinder liner (ring crevice). Smaller crevices arc at the spark plug, the

valves, and the head gasket. For a typical production engine, between

5% and 10% of the cylinder charge is trapped in crevices which are

not reached by the flame and therefore escape the primary combustion

process. During the expansion stroke, most of the gas from the ring
crevice flows back into the combustion chamber. For engines with a

centrally located plug, almost all of the crevice gas is fresh gas. The

mechanisms which follow are not completely investigated yet. Jet-

like flows from the ring crevice area could mix with the burned gases

of high temperature and partially oxidize. In [115], an estimation of

the behavior of the crevices regarding emissions and engine efficiency
is presented. It is reported that 3-10% of the fuel escapes primary

combustion in crevices. While the dependence on engine speed is low,
the dependence on engine load is high. Up to two thirds of the crevice

fresh gas later oxidizes in the combustion chamber. The expected
fuel utilization reduction is therefore 2-7%. This data wTas found on

naturally aspirated engines.

The blow-by represents a direct power loss, but since the mass

flow is returned to the intake manifold, the efficiency loss is negligi¬
ble. Blow-by can be reduced significantly by the use of tight piston

rings. Flame-quenching due to excessive turbulence does not occur in

properly designed engines. The fuel vapor absorption and desorption
in oil layers does not seem to make a major contribution to the fuel

utilization reduction, see [2].

Poor combustion quality is due to flame extinction in the bulk gas

before the flame reaches the combustion chamber boundaries. This is

most likely to happen at low engine speed (i.e. low turbulence) and

low engine load (i.e. high residual gas fractions). Fast-burn engines
are less likely to produce partial burn or even misfires. Faster burn

and enhanced burning stability at critical engine operating regimes
can be achieved by intake port deactivation or throttling, variable

valve lift or timing, or twin spark ignition.
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Summarizing all these effects it can be said that the main sources

for incomplete combustion are the crevices. For the engine simulations

it is assumed that the fuel utilization is 98% at full load and 93% at

zero load. It is assumed that this model is valid for naturally aspirated
as wTell as for supercharged engines.

4.1.7 Knock Prediction Model

A form of abnormal combustion where the charge is ignited sponta¬

neously at exothermic centers in the end gas (i.e. inhomogeneities in

composition and thermal state) is known as knock. It appears ran¬

domly and has a strong dependence on the fuel used. Knock can

cause major engine damage, it produces noise and increases the wall

heat losses due to pressure waves which disturb the thermal bound¬

ary layer, see [22]. Knock can be sensed in the in-cylinder pressure

trace, with an acceleration sensor mounted on the engine block, or by

measuring the ionization current with the spark plug, see [116]. The

typical knocking frequency is in the 5 to 15 kHz range (see [117]) and

can therefore be noticed by the human ear.

Several models exist to predict engine knock using process simu¬

lators (e.g., [118], [119]). Most of them are based on chemical kinetic

models and are applied to the thermal history of the end gas. There¬

fore, the engine process simulator must consider at least two zones

(fresh or end gas and burned gas) to guarantee practical accuracy.

Depending on the thermal state of the mixture, the oxidation pro¬

cess shows different behaviors (see [2]):

® slow reactions (low-pressure and low-temperature phenomena,
normally not occurring in engines),

# cool flame reactions (only a small fraction of the reactants reacts,

temperatures rise by only tens of degrees K),

* two-stage ignition (cool flame followed by a hot flame),

• single-stage ignition.

The first chemical explanation for the different oxidation behaviors

was offered by Semenov, see [120]. Product analyses of autoignition of
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adiabatically compressed combustible mixtures show a large number

of intermediate products with a small molecular weight. A typical
oxidation mechanism for complex fuels in engine use is depicted in

Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: Typical oxidation scheme (R» = organic radical)

Relatively detailed oxidation mechanisms can be found in [121],
[122], [123] and [124]. All those mechanisms are based on a chain

reaction model including chain branching reactions. The reaction

paths where the important radicals for fuel oxidation (mainly OH»)
are formed are active at different temperatures. This explains the

two-stage oxidation characteristic which is important for knock. Fig¬
ure 4.8 depicts the ten basic reactions which seem to be responsible
for autoignition.
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Figure 4.8: Basic oxidation scheme

Different fuels show distinct differences in their tendency to knock.

Paraffins for example (Cn#2n-j-2, methane, ethane, propane, butane,

...) have an increased knocking tendency as the length of the carbon

chain increases. Compacting the carbon atoms by incorporating side

chains reduces the knocking tendency. Good examples are n-heptane

(C7H

i i i i i i i

iß I -C-C-C-C-C-C-C-
lu/ l I I l l l l

and isooctane (CgHig)
-c- -c-

-C-C-C-C-C-. These
i i i i i

-c-

two species are used to define the knocking tendency of a fuel using
the octane number. By definition, n-heptane has an octane number of

0 and isooctane one of 100. The octane number of a fuel under test is

measured in a standardized engine with a variable compression ratio.

The knocking tendency of a fuel is compared with a blend of n-heptane
and isooctane (or isooctane and tetraethyl lead (C^H^^Pb for fuels

that are more knock resistant than isooctane). Applying different

boundary conditions, either the Research Octane Number (RON) or

the Motor Octane Number (MON) is measured. The RON and MON

tests are performed at very low engine speeds (600 and 900 rpm).
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It is known that octane numbers do not describe satisfactorily the

knocking tendency of a fuel for high engine speeds, especially for fuels

with high alcohol contents, see [125]. The reason is not a completely
different oxidation mechanism but the difference in fuel evaporation
with varying engine speed. Some work has been done to obtain more

realistic fuel characterizations than just the RON and the MON can

offer (e.g., [126]).
The complexity of the phenomenon led to many approaches for

knock prediction. The simplest reaction-kinetic-based model is one

that lumps the dynamics of the cold flame chemistry into one single
Arrhenius function (see [118] and [58]):

r(t)-j9(t)^°-eT^/T"(t). (4.25)

A knock index Kknock is calculated by integrating the inverse "ig¬
nition delay" from the start of compression on for the fresh gas zone.

Knock-free combustion is predicted if the knock index

f dt
Kknock = /

-777 (4-26)
J r(t)
to

exceeds a maximum value Kknock,max before a critical amount of fuel

is burned. Franzke has found out that the critical amount is 75% of

the total fuel mass, see [118]. This result was obtained with propane

fuel (C3H8, MON=97, RON=112). Other work ([127]) shows that the

cold flame chemistry between the start of compression and ignition is

negligible for this knock index.

The observation of Franzke that knock does not occur after 75% of

the total fuel mass is burned leads to the presumption that knocking
does not occur within the thermal boundary layer. In [110], a model

is presented to estimate the thickness of the boundary layer. The

model predicts the thickness of the thermal boundary layer during
combustion with

S[?n] = 0.0048 • S0'68 (S = stroke in m). (4.27)

Figure 4.9 shows the graph of Equation 4.27. The estimated ther¬

mal boundary thicknesses es listed in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.9: Thermal boundary layer thickness during combustion

versus engine stroke

The fuel fraction which is burned can be estimated with Equation
4.24. Inserting the values for the different engine concepts as well as

for a two-liter engine (B = S = 86 mm, i.e. an engine similar to the

one Franzke used in his studies) leads to mass fractions of fuel burned

when the flame approaches the thermal boundary layer as listed in

Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Thermal boundary layer thickness and mass fraction

burned when the flame reaches the boundary layer

concept S [mm %b,bl [-_
B = S = 86mm 0.905 0.740

CNA 0.748 0.716

DHS 0.626 0.695

DSC 0.660 0.731

The value Xb = 0.74 which the model predicts for the two-liter

engine is very close to the value Xb = 0.75 Franzke published in his
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work. The presumption that knocking does not occur within the ther¬

mal boundary layer seems to be a useful approach to determine the

upper integration limit of the knocking index (Equation 4.26).
The complexity of the cool-flame chemistry can be approximated

only very inaccurately using one single Arrhenius function. Some

studies of the ignition delay (e.g., [128], [129], [130]) show that tem¬

perature intervals exist with negative activation temperatures Ta (i.e.
the ignition delay increases with increasing temperature). Unfortu¬

nately, this behavior can be observed in regions which are important
for engine knock. The computation of the ignition delay for n-heptane

using a detailed reaction mechanism with several hundred elementary
reactions leads to an ignition delay behavior as depicted in Figure
4.10 (data from [58]). The consequence of this behavior is that knock

indexes calculated from approaches using a single Arrhenius function

overestimate the knock tendency for engine operating regimes with

high end gas temperatures.

In [58], good results were achieved using the ignition delay data

from n-heptane in a look-up scheme r — f (Tu(t),p(t)) instead of the

Arrhenius function r ~ p(t)~~a • eTA/T"W to calculate the knock index.

If the fuel is n-heptane, the knock index should be Kknock — 1 when

knock occurs. Certainly, n-heptane is a very knock-unresistant fuel

(its octane number is zero). Therefore, n-heptane can be regarded as

the knock-controlling component for fuels with a higher octane num¬

ber. For the simulations presented here, knock occurrence is predicted
if the knock index exceeds the maximum Kknock,max > f:

T(Tu(t),p(t)) -
Kknock>max (428)

tivc

The value tjyc represents the time when compression begins (i.e.
when the intake valve is closed) and tX))~Xb bI

is the time when the flame

approaches the thermal boundary layer. The value of Kknock,max de¬

pends on the fuel used and has to be found experimentally. Mea¬

surements on the DSC engine with commercial gasoline (fuel analysis
see Appendix A) and cycle-analysis showed that knock occurred for

approximately Kknock,max > 1-8. This value is used to predict knock

for all concepts.
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Figure 4.10: Ignition delay of n-heptane from a detailed reaction

mechanism and from a single Arrhenius function (data
from [58])

4.1.8 Friction Model

Two friction models are presented in Appendix E. For the simulations

presented here the ETH model described in Appendix E.2 is used.
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4.2 Simulation Results

4.2.1 CNA Engine

Figure 4.11 depicts the simulated efficiency map of the strictly stoich-

iometrically operated naturally aspirated engine with classical param¬

eters (see Table 3.2). The bsfc islands which origin from rich engine

operation are not present because a A = 1 operation is assumed for

the whole operating range.

ne [rpm]

Figure 4.11: CNA bsfc and r/e map (Hfuej = 43.2 MJ/kg)

Figure 4.12 depicts the n-heptane knock index versus the engine
speed and load according to Equation 4.28. The heat release pattern
was set to MBT unless knock was predicted. In case of knock, the heat

release pattern was shifted until the allowed knock index was reached.

The engine operating range with knock limitation is emphasized in

Figure 4.12. Engine knock is predicted for low speed, which means

long times for the cold flame chemistry, and high load. The effect of

heat release shifting on engine efficiency can be seen clearly in Figure
4.11.
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Figure 4.12: CNA knock index map

4.2.2 DHS Engine

Figure 4.13 depicts the simulated bsfc map of the strictly stoichio-

metrically operated naturally aspirated high speed engine. The bsfc

islands which origin from rich engine operation are not present because

a A = 1 operation is assumed for the whole operating range.

Figure 4.14 depicts the n-heptane knock index versus the engine

speed and load according to Equation 4.28. The allowed knock index

Kknock,max was set t° E8- The engine operating range where the

heat release pattern was shifted to prevent the engine from knocking
is emphasized.
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Figure 4.14: DHS knock index map
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4.2.3 DSC Engine

The key element of the downscaled supercharged concept is the boost¬

ing device. Since no operating maps of the prototype pressure wave

supercharger were available, the boost pressure at WOT engine opera¬

tion was obtained from experiments at ETH1. The peak boost pressure

values are listed in Table 4.2. The boost pressures above 3000 rpm

engine speed are assumed to be electronically limited to the values

listed in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Maximum absolute boost pressure

ne [rpm] 1500 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000

Pm [bar] 1.4 1.8 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.0 1.8

For the engine simulations it was assumed that a A as shown in

Figure 4.15 is applied. Notice that the system with two catalysts and

fresh air admixture within the PWSC allows rich engine operation
without the drawback of high HC emissions.

1
-^

^0.9 \ -

0]8I , ^ ^
^—A

0 5 10 15 20 25

bmep [bar]

Figure 4.15: DSC A versus bmep

Since the PWSC and the primary catalyst are mounted very close

to the engine (see Figure 3.10), rich fueling must be applied at high
1
Experiments with an optimized PWSC configuration at Swissauto/Wenko AG,

Burgdorf, Switzerland, showed higher boost pressure levels at low engine speed
than the values presented here.
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load to prevent the system from overheating. Under rich engine fuel¬

ing conditions, the first catalyst acts as a reduction catalyst and the

second one as an oxidation catalyst such that very low emissions can

be achieved2.

Figure 4.16 shows the simulated bsfc map and Figure 4.12 depicts
the n-heptane knock index in function of engine speed and load ac¬

cording to Equation 4.28. No energy need of the PWSC is included

in the bsfc map. The allowed knock index Kknock,max was sef to 1.8.

The engine operating range where the heat release pattern was shifted

to prevent the engine from knocking is emphasized.

ne [rpm]

Figure 4.16: DSC bsfc and rje map (Hfuei = 43.2 MJ/kg)

2The emissions are not in the focus of this work since the engine control pa¬

rameters were set to achieve maximum efficiency. However, a prototype vehicle

with the DSC engine met the "Euro III" emission standard in tests at EMPA

(Eidgenössische Materialprüfungsanstalt, Dübendorf, Switzerland).
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Figure 4.17: DSC knock index map
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4.2.4 SCI Engine

The efficiency behavior of the turbocharged compression ignition en¬

gine was not simulated but scaled from published data of a produc¬
tion engine of similar size. The published data of the reference engine

(Volkswagen Lupo 3L TDi) can be found in [77]. The scaling was per¬

formed such that the behavior fuelmep = f(mps, bmep) was taken

from the published data and assumed to be independent of the engine

displacement. The displacement of the scaled engine was set such that

40 kW rated engine power is achieved. This leads to the main engine

parameters as listed in Table 3.2. Figure 4.18 shows the resulting
scaled bsfc map.

i p i i i

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000

ne [rpm]

Figure 4.18: SCI bsfc and r/e map (Hfuei = 42.5 MJ/kg)

4.2.5 Main Results

Table 4.3 lists the main engine properties. The peak power of all

concepts is very close to 40 kW. In case of the DSC engine, the peak

power is given by the boost pressure limitation. With a short-time

"overboost" function, the engine WOT curve could be enhanced for

special driving situations.
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Table 4.3: Simulated engine properties (CNA = Conventional Nat¬

urally Aspirated, DHS = Downscaled High Speed, DSC

= Downscaled Supercharged, SCI = Supercharged Com¬

pression Ignition)

property unit CNA DHS Uu (_/ SCI

peak power Pmar [kW] 40.5 39.9 41.4 40.0

engine speed at Pmax [rpm] 6'500 U'200 7'000 4'500

peak torque Tmax [kW] 62.5 36.4 65.7 114.4

engine speed at Tmax [rpm] 4'520 8T00 4'860 2'520

4.3 Summary of Chapter 4

The static fuel consumption maps of the three SI concepts were sim¬

ulated with the quasi-dimensional engine process simulator presented
in Chapter 4.1. The combustion was set to MBT or at the knock

limit borderline. Knock was detected with an ignition delay model

for n-heptane which was applied to the fresh gas zone. The fuel con¬

sumption map of the supercharged Diesel engine was extrapolated
from published data of a similar engine. The peak power of the en¬

gines lies between 39.9 and 41.4 kW.
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Chapter 5

Driving Simulations

This chapter presents the simulated fuel consumptions for the differ¬

ent engine concepts in the NEDC and FTP driving cycles and the

simulated vehicle performances. The gear-ratio setup and the simu¬

lators with their underlying models for the transmission efficiencies,
etc. are described.

5.1 Driving Cycle Simulator

The driving cycle simulator uses a ''backward" approach. Starting
with the desired vehicle velocity profile, this tool computes for a given
vehicle the necessary tractive forces at the wheels to drive that cycle
for each time interval. Speed and acceleration are handled "quasi-

statically", i.e. in each time interval both are assumed to be constant.

The resulting torque and speed information is then fed to the gear¬

box model. If the clutch is slipping, a clutch model is used. The

instantaneous value of the engine fuel-flow rate is then looked up in

a fuel-flow map1. Because the fuel-flow maps are measured or simu¬

lated for steady-state operation of a warm engine, the results are valid

for driving cycles which are started with a warm engine. Figure 5.1

depicts the working principle of the simulator.

LFor numerical reasons, the fuel-flow map is used rather than the bsfc or the

efficiency map.

im
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Figure 5.1: Working principle of the driving cycle simulator

5.1.1 Engine Model

The torque which the engine process has to deliver is calculated as

follows:

Te = TcFTper + ee-d^- (5.1)

where Tper is the torque caused by the engine peripherals coupled to

the crankshaft, e.g., the charging generator, the A/C compressor, etc.

Internal engine friction and the main peripherals (oil pump, coolant

pump, uncharging generator) are taken into account in the fuel con¬

sumption maps and therefore do not have to be treated separately in

Equation 5.1.

5.1.2 Clutch Model

At every time interval, a certain engine speed and torque are calcu¬

lated by the simulator. Under normal conditions, this operating point
lies in the operational region of the engine. An exception is the vehicle

start phase where the engine is not capable of delivering the desired

torque at the requested low speed. Clutch slipping is modeled in such

phases. The engine operating point is shifted to the minimal allowed

engine speed for the desired torque.
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5.1.3 Peripherals Model

Lightweight vehicles such as those considered in this work do not re¬

quire power steering. Because the focus is on high fuel efficiency, an

A/C system is not included. Therefore, the only peripheral simulated

is the generator. The electrical power demand is assumed to be con¬

stant and equal to 250 W during the driving cycles. The resulting
mechanical load on the crankshaft is modeled with a simple generator

efficiency model which depends on engine speed only. The efficiency
is set to 60% at idle and to 30% at maximum engine speed and is

linearly interpolated in-between.

5.1.4 Transmission Efficiency Model

The powertrains investigated in this work consist of an engine, a

clutch, a cogwheel gearbox, a final gear, and a differential gear. The

efficiency of the engine is expressed using efficiency maps, see Chapter
4. The efficiency of the transmission (from gearbox input to differ¬

ential drive output) depends on gear, speed, and load. Due to their

physical occurrence the losses can be split in load-dependent and load-

independent losses, see [131]. Similar to an engine, the transmission

efficiency can be expressed using the approach described in Appendix
B. The input-output torque relationship can be written as (see [10])

i Tout = i To,out(uin) + f (gear) • Tin (5.2)

where i is the gear-ratio (output speed/input speed). Note that the

speed and load influences are additively decoupled. The gearbox effi¬

ciency can be written as

1'4out l ' lo,out(win) , . . .

7] = ^^ = + f (gear) (5.3)
J-m -Lin

rp /

which leads to zero efficiency for T,n < _ii"g."H^>r\
j in _ e(gear)

Measured data from a production gearbox including final and dif¬

ferential drives yields the parameters listed in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.

Figure 5.2 shows the resulting efficiencies.
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Table 5.1: Relative drag torque i-To:OUt(üüin)/T1

inal gearbox input torqe

nom j J-nom 1° TnC UOm-

ujq nj ujin^max 0 1/1 2/1 3/1
1st gear -0.0971% -0.209% -0.316% -0.418%

2nd gear -0.0976% -0.210% -0.317% -0.420%

3rd gear -0.0982% -0.211% -0.319% -0.422%

4th gear -0.0988% -0.212% -0.321% -0.425%

5fh gear -0.0983% -0.212% -0.320% -0.423%

Cü777 / (~<Jin,mar 4/7 5/7 6/1 1

ls/ gear -0.515% -0.597% -0.670% -0.738%

2«d gear -0.518% -0.601% -0.674% -0.742%

3rd gear -0.521% -0.604% -0.678% -0.747%

4^ gear -0.524% -0.607% -0.681% -0.751%

5th gear -0.521% -0.605% -0.679% -0.747%

0 0.5 10 0.5 1

T II [-) T 11 [-I
in nom

L '
in nom

l J

Figure 5.2: Gear drive efficiency ranges for different gears and speeds

(gray areas) according to Equation 5.3
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Table 5.2: Slope e for the different gears

gear slope e [—
1 0.9714

2 0.9764

3 0.9825

4 0.9875

5 0.9835

5.1.5 Engine Idling

For a usual powertrain configuration, the engine idle fuel flow rate

is set for the simulator during vehicle standstill phases. To estimate

the fuel saving potential of a powertrain with an automatic engine

stop-and-start device, the fuel flow rate is set to zero during vehicle

standstill phases.

5.1.6 Gear Control

The automated gearbox has to be operated such that maximum fuel

efficiency is achieved. This is usually the case when the engine is

operated at a high bmep level and at low engine speed since stoich-

iometrically operated engines with MBT ignition show a monotonie

increase in efficiency with increasing bmep. However, engines with

knock limitation and mixture enrichment show maximum efficiencies

below WT)T. Therefore, the simulator simultaneously computes the

engine operating points for all gears. The gear is chosen which offers

best fuel economy. Some additional algorithms such as shift delays,
shift hysteresis etc. are implemented as well.

5.2 Vehicle Performance Simulator

The driving cycle simulator presented in Section 5.1 calculates the

engine operating point backwards from a given velocity trajectory.
It cannot be used to determine the vehicle acceleration capabilities
without implementing iteration loops. For that reason, a "forward
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type" simulator is used. This simulator has as inputs the physically

correct signals like the load pedal signal, the clutch signal, etc. The

implemented clutch and wheel slip models are presented in [132]. The

gearbox efficiency is identically modeled as presented in Section 5.1.1.

Figure 5.3 shows the drivetrain schematically. All drivetrain elastic¬

ity is lumped into one "spring-damper" element placed between the

gearbox and the wheel.

peripherals

gearbox, final and elasticity and F12

differential drive damping -^—^h^tz

street

Figure 5.3: Sketch of the drivetrain implemented in the vehicle per¬

formance simulator

The engine kinetics is modeled with the identical mean value model

as it is presented in Section 5.1.1. Since the engine torque is mainly de¬

termined by the intake pressure level, the load pedal to engine torque

dynamics is implemented using a filling-emptying type model for the

intake manifold. For boosted engines, additional dynamics is added

with phenomenological models.

For the simulation of maximum acceleration, a controller ("driver")
is implemented which has as inputs

® the engine speed,

• the vehicle speed,

® the wheel slip,

# the longitudinal vehicle acceleration,
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• the clutch state (locked-up or slipping)

and as outputs

• the load pedal position,

» the clutch position,

• the brake signal,

» the gear.

5.3 Gear-Ratio Setup

The choice of the gear-ratios is a compromise between performance,

driveability, safety, and fuel economy. According to [133], the follow¬

ing two boundary conditions should be met:

1. It should be possible to drive up a given uphill gradient without

clutch slip at a given minimum speed.

2. It should be possible to operate the engine at its peak torque

in gear x and shift back to gear x — 1 without exceeding the

maximum engine speed.

The gear-ratio step is defined as

IT, - t^- with xe{2,..., N}. (5.4)
«x-l

where N is the number of gears. In this work, the gear-ratio i is

defined as

i = —. (5.5)
rt'in

The maximum gear-ratio step which meets the boundarv condition

(2.) is

yj We,max (r ß\

max^^Tf—v ( ^
"el,1 max J

If the gear-ratio step is constant for all gears, the setup is called

geometric. This setup is often used for utility vehicles with low specific
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power. For passenger cars, the progressive gear-ratio setup is usual,

see [133]. The gear-ratio step decreases as the gears increase.

II, = ax a%-x with xe{2,...,N}. (5.7)

The individual gear-ratio can be expressed by

ix = i„ axr • a(v-W+*-v-*x) with
(xe{2,...,N}

(5_"x
—

"y

ye {l,...,x}.

where x and y are the indices of two different gears and a\ and «2

(both > 1) are the setup parameters which have to be found.

The first gear is used for vehicle start and some climb situations.

Its time fraction for normal use typically is lower than 5%, see [133].
It is normally not necessary to change from 2nd to 1st gear while driv¬

ing. Therefore, the gear-ratio step II2 can be set to a rather larger
value than condition (2.) would provide.

The following scheme is used for gear-ratio design:

1. Set the gear-ratio of the first gear such that the vehicle can be

driven at a certain minimum speed vmin with a certain minimum

engine speed ne^miri and closed clutch:

Vmin
/r n\

?i =
—

•. (5.9)
Z7T • rw • Tlrnin

Neglecting transmission losses, rolling resistance, and air drag,
the resulting engine torque for vehicle climb becomes

mv • g -vmin sin(a)
Te = —r^T~—— (5-10)

L n '

llje,min

The engine must be capable of delivering at least this torque at

the given speed. If this is not the case, the gear-ratio of the first

gear has to be changed.

2. Set the second-to-last gear such that the maximum possible ve¬

hicle speed is achieved (at horizontal operation, without wind).
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Neglecting the dependence of the rolling friction on the vehicle

speed, the engine power in this situation can be expressed by

P -

2CD-AfVmar+m-9-Cr
,„

,. , ,x
* max

—

"

Lmax W-1-V

m

or

o 2 • m • g • cr 2 •

imax
" rjt n fr 10\

<rma. + —— -— umax —— = 0. (5.12)max

p c
A "<•«>' /I

p-CD'Af
_

p • cD • A

-v--~

The discriminant is

a\ 3 /&x

D=(iJ+U (5'13)

which leads to the only real root

Vmax =\J-l + y/D+y-^-VD. (5.14)

The resulting gear-ratio becomes

Vmax
/p. -. p-\

Z7T • ru; •

ny-Tmax)

3. The setup parameters a_i and a2 can be expressed as

oi = n2 • ol~z (5.16)

(z-2) f>-3)

Because both setup parameters have to be larger than one, the

following condition has to be fulfilled:

n2 > (^)
"""

. (5.18)

Therefore, the gear-ratio step II2 is set to

n2 = 1.2 • f^) (5-19)

Knowing i\,i2 and II2, the yet unknown setup parameters can

be determined with the Equations 5.16 and 5.17.
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4. Check if the gear-ratio step between second and third gear fulfills

criterion (2.)

Pi3 = a1-a^3<Umax. (5.20)

If this is not the case, more gears N may be necessary.

5. The as yet unknown gear-ratios can now be determined using

Equation 5.8.

The resulting progressively distributed gear-ratios for the investi¬

gated concepts are listed in Table 5.3. The operating point trajectories
for horizontal driving with constant speed are shown in the Figures
5.4 through 5.7. The lines of equal bsfc are plotted in grey but for

reasons of readability they are not labeled
.
Their levels are the same

as in the engine maps presented in Chapter 4.2. As the operating

trajectories show, the gears are set up for good driveability, i.e. a

sufficient "torque reserve" is available. For better fuel economy in

extra-urban driving, a sixth gear could be applied. The influence of

the number of gears on fuel economy, vehicle performance, and drive-

ability is not investigated in this work. Studies on this topic can be

found in several publications, e.g., [76] and [134].

Table 5.3: Gear-ratios (input speed / output speed) for the different

concepts

CNA DHS DSC SCI

1st gear 4.3320 5.6088 4.0551 4.6529

2nd gear 2.1770 2.5861 2.0832 2.2832

3rd gear 1.3128 1.4308 1.2842 1.3444

4th gear 0.9500 0.9500 0.9500 0.9500

bth gear 0.8250 0.7569 0.8433 0.8055

final gear 3.6249 6.2744 3.8747 2.5190
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ne[rpm] 1st gear

Figure 5.4: Gear setup for the CNA engine

© 20

2000 4000 6000 8000 / 10000
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Figure 5.5: Gear setup for the DHS engine
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1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 / 7000
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Figure 5.6: Gear setup for the DSC engine

120

1000 2000 3000 4000 / 5000

engine speed [rpm] 1st gear

Figure 5.7: Gear setup for the SCI engine
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5.4 Driving with Constant Speed

Figure 5.8 depicts the volumetric fuel consumption of the different

concepts for horizontal driving with constant vehicle speed. Strictly

speaking it is not correct to compare gasoline and Diesel fuel in a vol¬

umetric sense. Both fuels have roughly identical lower specific heating

enthalpies (gasoline: h « 43.2 MJ/kg, Diesel fuel: h « 42.5 MJ/kg)
and identical mass fraction of carbon (xq ~ 0.86), but different den¬

sities (gasoline: p « 737 kg/m3, Diesel fuel: p « 835 kg/m3). Con¬

sequently, the combustion of one liter Diesel fuel yields 11.5 % more

enthalpy and 11.3 % more COi mass than the combustion of one liter

gasoline. For that reason, the 'ltank-to-wheel" CO2 emissions data

depicted in Figure 5.9 offers a better comparison.

-| L— I J— , , , I - , , I —J_ _l

40 60 80 100 120 140 160

vehicle speed [km/h]

Figure 5.8: Fuel consumption for horizontal driving with constant

speed

The Diesel concept offers the lowest CO2 emissions. Only for very

low speeds, the downscaled supercharged concept offers comparably
low values. Comparing the SI engines, the DSC concept shows the best

fuel economy for vehicle speeds up to approximately 120 km/h. For

high vehicle speed and thus high engine load, the engine peak efficiency

gains in importance. Therefore, the classical concept is advantageous
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Figure 5.9: Tank-to-wheel CO2 emissions for horizontal driving with

constant speed

for high-speed driving. The reduction of the throttling losses of the

DHS concept is evident for low-speed driving. The DHS concept does

not show any advantages for higher speed. This is because the engine
is able to operate at a wider speed range than all other concepts, but

the gearbox is similar setup to that of the other concepts. The use of

a six-gear gearbox would offer advantages in that case.

5.5 Driving Cycle Results

The following sections present the results of the driving cycle simula¬

tions. The New European Driving Cycle (NEDC) as well as the U.S.

Federal Test Procedure (FTP) were simulated, each cycle with and

without an automatic stop-and-start device (ASSD).

5.5.1 Engine Collective Load

Aside from the total cycle fuel consumption one result of the driv¬

ing cycle simulator is the engine's collective load. Figures 5.12 and

5.13 show the frequency distribution of the operating points for the

J I L
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complete NEDC. The operating frequency is the operating time in

the corresponding operating area divided by the total cycle duration.

The engine's idling duration (respectively the engine's turn-off dura¬

tion if an ASSD is present) is taken into account but not plotted. The

immense importance of the engine part-load efficiency is clearly visi¬

ble. The areas with a high operating frequency represent the constant

speed driving phases of the NEDC.
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Figure 5.10: CNA engine's collective load
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Figure 5.12: DSC engine's collective load
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Figure 5.13: SCI engine's collective load

5.5.2 Fuel Consumption

Figures 5.14 and 5.15 show the simulated volumetric fuel consump¬

tions for the New European Driving Cycle and the Federal Test Pro¬

cedure for warm engines at cycle start. Since an automated gearbox is

assumed, the gear-changing points were chosen freely. It was assumed

for all simulations that beside the energy for vehicle propulsion 250

W electrical power is needed. This power is converted with an effi¬

ciency of 60% at engine idle speed and with an efficiency of 30% at

engine maximum speed. To estimate the fuel saving potential of an

automatic stop-and-start device (ASSD), the fuel consumption during
vehicle standstill was set on the one hand to the idle fuel flow value

and on the other hand to zero. It can be seen that a significant frac¬

tion of the urban fuel consumption is due to idling (typically about

20% in the ECE and about 10% in the FTP75). An'ASSD is thus

an important element to increase the vehicle fuel efficiency for urban

driving conditions.
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The results of the driving cycle simulations clearly show that the

downscaled concepts offer certain advantages in driving patterns with

frequent low load situations. In extra-urban driving where the higher

engine load efficiency becomes important, the fuel consumption data

are similar. The Diesel engine (SCI) offers clear advantages, especially
for extra-urban driving.

5.5.3 CO2 Emissions

The comparison between gasoline and Diesel fueled systems should be

made regarding their CO2 emissions, see. also section 5.4. Figure 5.16

and 5.17 show the distance specific CO2 emissions. The CO2 emission

data for urban driving patterns are quite similar for the supercharged
SI engine (DSC) and the Diesel engine (SCI).

CO„ emissions [g/km]
__.

^^m C02 emissions caused by idling

ECE EUDC NEDC

Figure 5.16: Simulated tank-to-wheel CO2 emissions for the NEDC
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Figure 5.17: Simulated tank-to-wheel CO2 emissions for the FTP

5.6 Vehicle Performance Results

Table 5.4 lists the simulated performances of the different concepts and

Figure 5.18 shows the pertinent vehicle speed trajectories for maxi¬

mum acceleration. The SCI concept has the best WOT torque charac¬

teristic. Nearly peak power can be obtained over a wide speed range,

see Figure 4.18. However, all concepts show comparable performance.

Table 5.4: Simulated vehicle performances

concept time for time for 1 '000 m

0... 100 km/h from standstill

CNA 15.5 36.3

DHS 15.3 36.5

DSC 14.6 35.4

SCI 13.5 34.9
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Figure 5.18: Vehicle acceleration performance

5.7 Summary of Chapter 5

To guarantee a fair comparison of the four different engine concepts,

an automated gearbox with five gears and progressive setup was as¬

sumed for the simulations. Based on the static fuel efficiency maps

presented in Chapter 4, the fuel consumptions in the NEDC and the

FTP as well as the vehicle performances were simulated. While the

vehicle performances of all concepts are similar, their cycle efficien¬

cies show clear differences. The Diesel concept shows the efficiency

advantages which are inherent in its thermodynamic process. Espe¬

cially under urban driving conditions, the downscaled engines have

advantages based on their reduction in pumping work compared with

conventional engines. In the ECE, about 20% of the fuel consumption
is caused during vehicle standstill phases. Therefore, an automatic

engine stop-and-start device is a key element to enhance the vehicle

efficiency for urban driving.

i
—

j r
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Chapter 6

Experimental
Verification

To verify the assumptions and calibrate the simulation tools used for

the predictions, experiments were carried out. This was done for the

downscaled supercharged engine which represents the most uncon¬

ventional concept. For this purpose, the engine was mounted on a

dynamic test bench. Two types of verifications were performed:

• A static verification by measuring primarily the engine efficiency
in function of speed and load.

• A driving cycle verification by emulating the physical behavior

of the vehicle including its whole transmission line in real-time.

In this chapter, the experimental setup as well as the measurement

results are presented.

6.1 Experimental Setup

The experimental setup of the engine is depicted in Figure 6.1. Figure
6.2 shows a photograph of the setup. The tests were performed on a

test bench by APICOM, type SM L~4- It consists of an asynchronous
electric motor/generator, power electronics, and slave feedback con¬

trollers. The main test bench signals were the brake torque and speed.

1 OQ
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The torque was measured with a torque meter which was mounted be¬

tween the electric motor/generator and the cardan shaft. No gearbox

was mounted between the engine and the brake.

The fuel flow rate was measured with a flow meter that uses a

very precise piston displacement type measurement technique which

measures the fuel volume flow between the engine and the tank fuel

circuits. The temperature of the fuel metered was measured and the

volume flow rate was corrected to the nominal density at 20 °C. The

fuel used for the experiments was a commercial unleaded gasoline with

a nominal RON of 98. The fuel analysis is presented in Appendix A.

The engine was instrumented with thermocouples of type K whose

signals were converted with transducers. For use in the exhaust gas

path, the thermocouples had a radiation shield. Various pressures

were measured using pressure sensors of membrane type. The in-

cylinder pressure of one cylinder was measured using a water-cooled

piezo-quartz transducer. Figure 6.3 shows the mounting position of

the transducer on the unmachined cylinder head cut open. The piezo-

quartz signal was amplified using a charge amplifier. A rotation en¬

coder with 1'800 pulses per revolution was attached to the crankshaft.

The reference pulse of the encoder was set to the TDC on the mo¬

tored engine using a capacitive piston distance measurement probe.
The in-cylinder pressure was recorded using the encoder pulses as trig¬

ger signals. The engine-out lambda as well as the lambda after the

pressure wave supercharger were measured using broadband lambda

sensors.

As Figure 6.1 shows, several computer systems were used:

» The main test bench controllers for vehicle emulation purposes

were implemented on a dSpace real-time system. The sample
time was set to 1 ms. This system computed the desired test

bench values torque and speed and controlled the load pedal
via a mechanical actuator. The code was generated automati¬

cally on an attached PC using the Real Time Workshop by The

MathWorks. The combination of these two computers was used

to acquire signals with a sampling rate of up to 1 kHz.
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Figure 6.2: Picture of the engine and brake part of the test bench
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• The acquisition of "slow" signals such as temperatures etc. was

performed on a PC using Lab View by National Instruments.

The sampling rate of this system was limited to approximately
2 to 5 Hz.

• Engine control was performed on a custom-made real-time sys¬

tem based on a Motorola MVME 2305-9000 Power PC indus¬

trial board running at 300 MHz. The real-time operating system

used was XOberon including internet applications such as a web

and an FTP server (see [135]). The XOberon compiler ran on a

PC attached to the system. The system controlled the boosting

pressure via the gas pocket valve (GPV), the scavenging pro¬

cess of the pressure wave supercharger via the scavenge control

throttle (SCTH), and the speed of the charger (see Figure 3.10).
Additionally to the boost pressure, the ignition and injection
were controlled for some experiments.

• Crank angle based data, i.e. mainly the in-cylinder pressure,

were recorded with a PC based transient recorder.

Figure 6.3: Mounting position of the in-cylinder pressure transducer
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6.2 Static Operation Results

During engine operation at constant speed and constant brake torque,

measurements were performed when the engine reached steady-state

regarding all observed temperature levels. The electric power needed

to drive the pressure wave supercharger as well as for engine fueling,

ignition, and control was supplied externally. No generator was at¬

tached to the engine. The tests were performed in the engine speed

range from 1'500 to 5'000 rpm. This range is wide enough to cover

the operating range which is needed for the driving cycles. The boost

pressure was limited to 2.3 bar. Figure 6.4 depicts the measured

brake specific fuel consumption. Compared to the simulated bsfc

map which is shown in Figure 4.16, the measurements show a better

efficiency especially for part-load conditions. This is mainly because

for the simulation, the friction model assumed a certain peripherals
load such as the uncharging generator.

=JtDOtLg/lsVVh.(n. = Q-Q83)

1000 2000 3000

ne [rpm]

4000 5000

30 kW

20 kW

10 kW

5kW

1 kW

Figure 6.4: Measured bsfc map

The tests discussed here were performed without a reduction cata¬

lyst (i.e. cat #1 between engine and PWSC according to Figure 3.10).
This was done to prevent the valuable prototype charger from failure

which a breaking catalyst could cause. As other experiments show,
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the reduction catalyst has a positive effect on the charger's boost pres¬

sure level. This is on the one hand because the temperature rises up

to 50 K across the catalyst due to the exothermic processes and on the

other hand because the pressure pulsations which disturb the charging

process are strongly damped. The absence of the reduction catalyst is

the reason why the peak bmep curve for the engine speed range from

1'500 to approximately 2'500 rpm is lower than the simulated one.

Figure 6.5 depicts the measured absolute intake manifold pressures.

ne [rpm]

Figure 6.5: Measured intake manifold pressures

Figure 6.6 shows the engine pressure ratio Tte which is the pressure

measured in the intake manifold divided by the pressure measured in

the exhaust manifold. The engine process does not have to provide

pumping work in the operating range with ne > 1. In the operat¬

ing area which is emphasized grey, the engine load is controlled by

throttling the intake airflow. In the remaining area, the engine load

is controlled by closing the charger's gas pocket valve (GPV). The

position of the GPV is depicted in Figure 6.7. The position is scaled

from 0 to 100% where 0% means that the valve is completely open and

100% means that the valve is completely closed. Looking at the peak

torque curve it can be observed that the GPV is completely closed
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up to an engine speed of approximately 2'500 rpm. For higher engine

speeds, the boost pressure is limited by the boost pressure control.

1000 2000 3000

ne [rpm]

4000 5000

Figure 6.6: Measured pressure ratio (gray area: throttled operation)

1000 2000 3000

i\ [rpm]

4000 5000

Figure 6.7: Measured GPV position
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Figure 6.8 depicts the curves of equal temperature at the entrance

of the intake manifold. This is approximately 25 cm after the exhaust

valve. This temperature was measured with a shielded thermocouple.
The exhaust collector was insulated to reduce exhaust enthalpy losses

before the charger.

03

Q.

-Q

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000

ne [rpm]

Figure 6.8: Measured temperature at the exhaust manifold entrance

Since the prototype charger had non-optimal bearing and a labora¬

tory-type drive with an electric motor and a toothed-belt drive, the

electrical power needed to synchronize the charger was far too high.
Figure ?? shows the measured electrical power which was needed to

drive the charger. It can be seen clearly that the power demand is

practically independent of the engine load (i.e. independent of the

boost pressure). Basically all the power is needed to cover the fric¬

tion losses. The charger speed was controlled as a function of the

engine speed only. Figure 6.10 shows the speed of the PWSC versus

the engine speed. A similar characteristic could be implemented by
using a mechanical variator and coupling the charger via a mechani¬

cal transmission to the crankshaft. However, the electrical drive has

the advantage that this additional degree of freedom could be used to

control the EGR, especially for transient engine operation.
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Figure 6.9: Measured electrical power to drive the charger
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Figure 6.10: PWSC- versus engine speed

Figure 6.11 depicts the measured cylinder pressure for 72 successive

cycles for an engine speed of 2'000 rpm and an imep of 15.50 bar. It

can be seen clearly that the combustion is shifted to a late crank

angle position to prevent knocking combustion and that virtually no

pumping loop is present for supercharged engine operation.
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V/V H
c c,max

L J

Figure 6.11: Cylinder pressure versus cylinder volume for 2'000 rpm

and imep = 15.50 bar (the grey curve depicts the mean

value)

6.3 Driving Cycle Results

To verify the driving cycle simulation tool and to demonstrate the

functioning of the system, the downscaled and supercharged engine
was measured on the dynamic test bench with an emulated vehicle

driving the NEDC. The modeling of the vehicle and clutch was per¬

formed according to [132]. The transmission efficiency was modeled

exactly as in the driving cycle simulator (see Chapter 5.1). The elec¬

tric power needed to drive the pressure wave supercharger as well as

for engine fueling, ignition, and control was supplied externally. No

generator was attached to the engine. Since the focus was on en¬

gine supercharging and on the verification of the simulation tools, the

gears were changed at the points which are prescribed in the NEDC

for manual transmission. No automatic engine stop-and-start device

was assumed.

Figures 6.12 and 6.13 show the emulated vehicle speed for the
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NEDC. The range of tolerance is plotted grey. Figures 6.14 and 6.15

depict the measured absolute intake manifold pressure.

0 1123 49 61 8596 117 143155 176 195

time [s]

Figure 6.12: Emulated vehicle speed in the ECE for the four succes¬

sive cycles

o 20 61 188 251 286316346 400

time [s]

Figure 6.13: Emulated vehicle speed in the EUDC
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physical engine had no external load other than the emulated clutch

torque, no peripherals load was added in the simulation either. The

simulation was performed with the emulated vehicle speed as input.

Figure 6.16 depicts the velocity profile, the measured, and the simu¬

lated fuel mass consumed for the NEDC.
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£
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o

0.25-
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CO
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0.05

390 585 780

time [s]

Figure 6.16: Measured and simulated fuel mass for the NEDC

Table 6.1 lists the measured and the simulated fuel consumptions

(based on the measured engine efficiency map) for the NEDC. The

differences are in the order of magnitude of one percent.

6.3.1 Error Estimation

The fuel mass used for the NEDC if the correct nominal values for

the torque, the speed, and the fuel temperature are measured can be

written as

mf Vf (Te,n,ne^n) pf(Tf>n) dt. (6.1)

cycle

In reality, the measuretl values Vf. Te, Tf and ue are afflicted with

errors. Since all signals of the test bench were calibrated before the
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Table 6.1: Measured and simulated fuel consumption for the NEDC

cucle measured simulated
simulated

•J m.en.sii.red

[1/100 km] [1/100 km
measured

J- J t V„^ i J 3.81

2nd ECE 3.87

3rd ECE 3.76

4th ECE 3.74

st
^ 4th ECE 3.80

EUDC' 3.11

NEDC 3.36

3.79 - 0.5

3.78 - 0.7

3.76 -1.0

3.76 - 0.9

3.77 - 0.6

3.38 +0.5

measurements, no systematic errors are assumed. The errors consid¬

ered for the volume flow, the engine torque, and the fuel temperature
are of random nature. The errors considered for the engine speed
are errors of quantization due to the measurement principle with a

shaft encoder and a digital counter. Table 6.2 lists the accuracy of

the relevant measurements.

Table 6.2: Accuracy of measurements

measurand meaurernent principle accuracy

volume flow volumetric (four pistons) < 0.2 %

engine torque torsiometer < 0.5 Nm

fuel temperature thermocouple and transducer < 1.5 K

engine speed encoder (1024 pulses/rev.) < 60 rpm

The fuel density was calculated with a linearized function of the

fuel temperature:

~- ( 1+
0.00091-^

m3
V K

Pf(Tf) = 736.7^| •

(

1+

0.00091F (308K - T» ) . (6.2)

Since the accuracy of the fuel temperature measured was better

than 1.5 K, the accuracy of the fuel density was better than 1 kg/m3.
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Figure 6.17 depicts the area of uncertainty for a nominal operating

point (n)n, Te^n) if the speed is measured with the accuracy of Sne
and the torque is measured with the accuracy of 5Te.

TD

e,n

highest value

f

max

Figure 6.17: Lowest and highest volume flow measurement value for

a certain engine operating point

Since the fuel volume-flow rate increases monotonically with in¬

creasing engine speed and engine torque for a correctly tuned engine,
the lower and the upper extrema for the fuel volume flow are in the

lower left and in the upper right corner of the uncertainty rectangle,
respectively. This leads to the lower limit for the fuel mass consump¬
tion of

mf,min - I Vf (Te,n - STe, ne,n
- Sne){pfiTl - 6pf) dt (6.3)

cyl ce

and to the upper limit for the fuel mass consumption of

>f,max -Vf (Te,n + STe,ne,n + Sne)(pf>n + Spf) dt. (6.4)

cylce

The error bandwidth for the fuel consumption for a given driving cy¬
cle can be estimated using the driving cycle simulator presented in

Chapter 5.1 and by applying the accuracy border values to the engine
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efficiency model. Table 6.3 lists the error range for the NEDC mea¬

surements. It shows that with the equipment used for the experiments
the measurements of the fuel consumption had a precision of better

than 5%.

Table 6.3: Measured fuel consumption and error range for the NEDC

cycle measured fuel constimption error range

[1/100 km] [1/100 km]
ECE 3.80 ±0.18

EUDC 3.11 ±0.13

NEDC 3.36 ±0.15

6.4 Summary of Chapter 6

The DSC concept demonstrated its potential regarding fuel consump¬

tion reduction with static as well as with driving cycle measurements.

The PWSC showed to be a suitable boosting device for small SI en¬

gines. The comparison of the simulated and the measured fuel con¬

sumption data proved the excellent quality of the simulator. This is

not self-evident because the "quasistatic" approach assumes that both

the engine speed and the engine torque are constant during one simu¬

lation time interval and that the fuel efficiency obtained under static

engine condition would be valid under transient operation as well.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and

Outlook

This work compares the efficiency of four engines with rated power

of about 40 kW for use in lightweight passenger cars. Three engines
are spark ignition engines (a classical, a downscaled and supercharged
and a downscaled but high-speed engine) and one is a turbocharged
Diesel engine. All engines have such wide open throttle torque behav¬

iors that they can be coupled to similar transmissions with discrete

transmission ratios. Excellent fuel economy can be achieved with all

approaches. Compared to the classical case (naturally aspirated spark
ignition engine, limited speed) substantial gains in urban fuel econ¬

omy can be observed for downscaled high-speed spark ignition engines.
Downscaling and supercharging a spark ignition engine offers an even

larger potential for fuel savings. As expected, the largest improve¬
ments of the downscaled concepts can be observed in urban driving
conditions where the part-load efficiency plays a major role. As a

consequence of its more efficient thermodynamic process, the Diesel

engine offers the best fuel economy for the whole operating range.

The primary advantage of the downscaled engines is their ability
to be linked with proven pollutant-reduction technologies. Another

advantage is the short warm-up phase of such small engines, an aspect
that is not treated in this work, however.

Technically, downscaled engines promise considerable fuel economy

1,11
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improvements. However, the question remains open whether such con¬

cepts would be accepted by customers due to their unusual operation

parameters. Supercharged engines in the 40 kW class need boosting
devices which are able to offer high dynamic response quality and good

efficiency. However, the pressure-wave supercharged engine presented
in this work shows excellent driveability in a prototype vehicle.

The real-world applicability of both downscaled engines is a ques¬

tion of costs and production techniques, neither aspect being within

the scope of this work. However, the concepts discussed do not require

any special or unproven techniques. Downscaling and supercharging

engines for fuel economy improvement has been implemented in recent

production vehicles of the middle to high-end classes. It is likely that

such approaches will find their way into the more price sensitive class

of economical vehicles in the near future.

The three spark ignition engines examined in detail in this work are

just representative for different concepts. There is no implication that

each engine is optimal in its parameters regarding production costs,

driving comfort, etc. Future work has to focus on the optimal design
of downscaled engines, on optimal control of superchargers for such

small engines, and on the driveability of the whole engine-transmission

system.



Appendix A

Stoichiometric

Air-to-Fuel Ratio

Kstoich is th° mass ratio ma/m,f for a stoichiometric air/fuel mixture

and is dependent on the fuel composition. For a complete combustion

of pure hydrocarbons, the chemical reaction is:

\C + ^H + (1 ± %\){02 ± |f N2 + £Ar)
4- (A.l)

1C02 + ^|iJ20 + (1 + %i)(lgN2 ± è^)

which leads to a stoichiometric ratio Kstoich of:

Replacing the molar ratio — with the mass ratio ^JL

Vji Xfj M(7

uc %c Mh
(A.3)

1 /1Q
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and applying the numerical values for the molar masses:

Mc = 12.011

MÖ2 = 31.9988

leads to:

kg

kmol

kg

MH = 1.0079

kmol
MN„ ^ 28.0134

kg

kmol

kg

kmol
MAr = 39.948

kg

kmol

Kstench —
137.951(1 + 2.979^

-

_

v xc '

(A.4)

The commercial unleaded gasoline used for the experiments was

analyzed [136] and had the properties listed in Table A.l.

Table A.l: Fuel properties

property value unit

Density (at 15 °C) 736.7 kg/m3
Relative density change 0.00091 1/°C
Sulfur content <0.00i mass %

Lead content <2 mg/L
Methanol content <0.1 volume %

2-propanol content <0.1 volume %

TBA content <0.1 volume %

MTBE content 0.1 volume %

2-butanol content <0.1 volume %

Oxygen content <0.1 mass %

Benzole content 0.8 volume %

Motor Octane Number (MON) 88.0 _

Research Octane Number (RON) 98.6 _

Carbon content 88.46 mass %

Hydrogen content 14.26 mass %

The resulting stoichiometric air-to-fuel ratio for this fuel becomes:

kgair
Kstoich = 14.67

kgfuel
(A.5)
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Interpolation Method

Energy transfer devices are often characterized by their efficiency
which is defined as

useful energetic output , .

7] = ;—; -. (B.l)
energetic input

Generally, the efficiency is a nonlinear function of input or output load,

speed, component or lubricant temperatures, ambient conditions, etc.

Often, a nearly affine relationship between input and output exists for

constant device speed, see Figure B.l and [137]. The reason is that

the losses often scale nearly proportionally with the load1. It makes

sense that the abstract term 'doad" is defined such that:

• the device speed is excluded (i.e. torque, work or mean effective

pressure instead of power).

• the efficiency is directly visible.

Therefore, an engine's energetic behavior is represented best for in¬

terpolation and extrapolation purposes by plotting the brake mean ef¬

fective pressure bmep against the fuel mean effective pressure fuelmep.
Even for such a complex system as an engine the proportional behavior

"'E.g., the friction mean effective pressure increases proportionally with the

intake manifold pressure (see Appendix E), pumping losses decrease nearly pro¬

portionally with the intake manifold pressure, wall heat losses increase nearly

proportional with bmep (see [108]), etc.
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output load

drag load
input load

Figure B.l: Affine output-input load representation

mentioned above can be observed for a wide operating range. Only
in regimes wdiere losses increase disproportionately due to mixture

enrichment or spark timing delay the real bmep = f(fuclmep) curve

deviates from the ideal affine relationship depicted in Figure B.l. Fig¬
ure B.2 shows this situation clearly for a two-liter production engine
running at 2000 rpm (data from [58]).

Dimep [bar] **»* effective behavior

i —- affine approximation
^

^=0A
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Figure B.2: Output-input mep representation for an SI engine
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Driving Cycles

Driving cycles prescribe the conditions and driving patterns for vehicle

emissions testing. Three different legal procedures exist worldwide

[138]:

• EC Testing Protocol for Europe, Greenland, most parts of

Asia and Arabia, Israel, Indonesia, South Africa, Lesotho, Swazi¬

land,

• US EPA Testing Protocol for most parts of America, Iceland,

Australia, New Zealand,

• Japanese Testing Protocol for Japan.

Most countries of Africa as well as Iran, Iraq, and Cuba do not

have a defined testing procedure.

C.l EC Testing Protocol

The EC Testing Protocol uses the New European Driving Cycle NEDC

which is defined in the European directive 70/220/ECE for measuring
the vehicle emissions and fuel consumption. It consists of four consec¬

utive identical urban sub-cycles (which is known as the ECE cycle)
and the extra-urban driving cycle EUDC. For vehicles with manual

1 AI
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Figure C.l: Velocity profile of the NEDC

transmission, the gear which has to be applied is prescribed. Fig¬

ure C.l shows the velocity profile and Table C.l lists the main cycle

values.

Table C.l: Main values of the NEDC

Hj kjHj EUDC NEDC

duration [s] 780 400 1180

distance [km] 4.052 6.955 11.007

mean velocity [km/h] 18.7 62.6 33.6

idling time fraction (%) 36 10 27

Remark: The NEDC is sometimes called MVEG-A. The acronyms

EC, ECE. EEC and EU are synonyms.

C.2 US EPA Testing Protocol

The US EPA Testing Protocol (Clean Air Act, 42 US Code s/s 7401 et

seq.) uses the Federal Test Procedure FTP for measuring the vehicle

emissions and fuel consumption. It consists of a city cycle (known
as FTP75 or EPA III) and a highway cycle (HFET, Highway Fuel
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100

2642

Figure C.2: Velocity profile of the FTP

Economy Test). Figure C.2 shows the velocity profile and Table C.2

lists the main cycle values.

Table C.2: Main values of the FTP

FTP75 HFET total

duration [s] 1877 765 2642

distance [km] 17.8 16.5 34.3

mean velocity [km/h] 34.1 77.4 46.7

idling time fraction (9c) 22 1 16

Remark: After 1374 s duration of the FTP75, a "hot soak"

phase of 9-11 minutes takes place which is not drawn

in Figure C.2 and which is not taken into account for

the values listed in Table C.2.

C.3 Japanese Testing Protocol

The Japan Testing Protocol prescribes an 11-mode cold cycle and a

10/15-mode hot cycle. These cycles are not taken into account in this

work.
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Appendix D

Scaling Laws

Many degrees of freedom exist for an engine design: engine displace¬

ment, number of cylinders, bore-to-stroke ratio, number of intake

valves, number of exhaust valves, valve lift curves, application of vari¬

able valve timing, maximum mean piston speed, use of a boosting

device, fuel octane number requirement, etc. Production engines ex¬

ist in a vast variety of those properties. To compare different engine

designs and different engine sizes, some scaling laws have to be con¬

sidered. Scaling laws show that similarity regarding combustion, flow

phenomena, etc. is given if two engines are geometrically similar1

and run at the same mean piston speed and the same bmep. Table

D.l lists the most important scaling laws according to [137]. The

laws are based on the assumption that the scaled engine delivers its

peak power at the same mean piston speed as the reference engine2.
The left column lists the scaled properties (property ~ scaling factor,

e.g., Vdll ~ ZlBf,Vd,2 ~ z2Bl therefore Vd,2 = Vdll(z2B*)/(ZlB*))
for geometrically similar engines. For any given engine peak power,

the scaling factors arc as listed in the right column (e.g., Vd\ ~

(Pmax,i/nM)L5zr0'5, vd,2 ~ (iWi/n^)1-5^0-5).

1 All linear dimensions such as bore, stroke, etc. are scaled proportionally (ex¬
ception: the play in the bearings has to be scaled proportionally to V~B), the

change of the number of cyclinders is allowed.

2It is assumed that the bmepmaT = f(mps) curve is independent of the engine
size.

1 K1
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Table D.l: Scaling laws for geometrically similar IC engines (lb, is

the boosting ratio defined as the intake manifold pressure
of the scaled engine / intake manifold pressure of the

reference engine, both at peak power)

value scaling factor for given Pmax

pipe cross-sections

peak power Pmax

engine displacement Vd

engine speed nc

heat transfer area

heat-transfer coefficient

wall heat flux/brake power

warm-up time

friction power/brake power

knock crank angle

gas flow pressure drops Ap/p

engine inertia 9e

From Table D.l, some important conclusions can be drawn for

geometrically similar engines:

• the engine displacement increases with a decreasing number of

cylinders and an increasing peak power,

® the engine speed increases with an increasing number of cylin¬
ders and a decreasing peak power,

» the relative wall heat flux increases with an increasing number

of cylinders and a decreasing peak power,

• a smaller peak power and a larger number of cylinders lead to

shorter engine warm-up time hence to less CO2 and toxic emis¬

sions,

zB2

llh 4. Â.-J

zB3 (Pma3-/n6)1-5^0-5
B-1 yiLjyZ/1 ma:r )

zB2 T171

n0.8 ß-0.2 TTÜ.9 0.1 75-0.1
tLb max

(nbBy~0'2 (z/ilkPmax))0-1

ti^°-sbL2 TT--1.4/p /rN0.6
xx5 VJ max/ ^)

B-°-5 (nbz/pmaxf-25
I1ZIAB^

b \^7 max)

= constant = constant

zB5 Z \*max/*-*-b)
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• the relative friction increases with an increasing number of cylin¬
ders and a decreasing peak power,

• the knock crank angle1 increases with increasing number of cylin¬
ders and decreasing peak power,

• the engine inertia decreases with a decreasing peak power and

an increasing number of cylinders.

D.l Production Engine Data

In [15], a study of the scaling between performance, configuration,

size, and geometry for modern U.S. market engines sold in 1999 is pub¬
lished. For tax and fuel price reasons, European and Asian markets

ask for smaller displacements than the U.S. market. Therefore, a sur¬

vey of 136 naturally aspirated and 51 supercharged (47 turbocharged
and 4 mechanically charged) engines for the European and Asian mar¬

ket is presented here. The data was obtained from [24]. All naturally

aspirated engines have three, four, or five valves per cylinder, some

of them use variable valve timing. Because the data source does not

provide any information as to whether an engine uses variable valve

timing or not, no difference was made in the analysis. The 47 super¬

charged engines have four or five valves per cylinder, four have two

valves per cylinder.

D
_„_ „ r»«

.1.1 Peak Torque

Figure D.l shows that the correlation between engine displacement
and peak torque can be described very accurately with a linear rela¬

tionship for naturally aspirated engines. The reason is that the brake

torque is a linear function of the engine displacement for the same

bmep, see Equation F.5. The peak bmep varies only weakly for nat¬

urally aspirated engines, see Figure D.2. The situation is completely
different for supercharged systems: peak torque (or peak bmep) is

mainly determined by the setup of the supercharging device. Some

1I.e. the crank angle which is needed for the "cold flame chemistry," an increase

in the knock crank angles signifies a reduced knocking tendency, see section 4.1.7.
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manufacturers use supercharging just to slightly increase the engine

torque at low speeds for driveability reasons. Some manufacturers

apply high-pressure supercharging and achieve maximum bmep lev¬

els of more than 20 bar. Therefore, no correlation between engine

displacement and peak torque can be found for supercharged engines.

vd[i]

Figure D.l: Peak torque versus engine displacement, • = naturally
aspirated, * = turbocharged, = mechanically charged

The data shows that most engines have a cylinder displacement of

about 0.5 1. This class of engines (21 four-cylinder, 31 six-cylinder, 41-

eight cylinder) is commercially interesting for the car manufacturers

and therefore highly developed.

D.I.2 Mean Piston Speed

Figure D.3 shows the mean piston speed at peak power for the different

engines.
The scaling laws listed in Table D.l assume that an engine runs

at peak power at a certain mean piston speed which is limited by the

tribology between the piston and the cylinder liner. In practice, the

mean piston speed is often limited by the engine breathing capabilities.
Depending on valve configuration and design, airflow choking occurs
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Figure D.2: Peak brake mean effective pressure versus cylinder dis¬

placement, • = naturally aspirated, * = turbocharged,
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Figure D.4: Engine speed versus mean piston speed at peak power,
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chanically charged

at a mean piston speed of 14-16 m/s, see [15]. The data shows that

optimized engines can achieve a mean piston speed at peak power of up

to 20 m/s. However, Figure D.3 depicts that a clear tendency exists to

decrease the mean piston speed for decreasing cylinder displacement.
Production engines with small cylinder displacement do not take the

scaling laws into consideration. They do not utilize the possible mean

piston speed which is independent of the engine size. Figure D.4 plots
the engine speed at peak power versus the mean piston speed at peak
power. It is obvious that, the engine speed is limited artificially at

around 6000 rpm. This has several reasons:

• high engine speed is unusual in vehicle use, especially the acous¬

tics could face customer acceptance problems,

• the dimensions of geometrically downscaled engines become un¬

usually small for the car engine manufacturers, their modular

assembly concepts are not applicable,

• standard ignition and multipoint sequential injection equipment
is not laid out for high engine speed,
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• small engines are installed in relatively cost sensitive vehicles,

high-tech high-speed engines with special equipment would in¬

crease the vehicle price.

D.I.3 Peak Power

The peak brake power can be written as, see [15]:

Pm„ = J.^.'»»^»),mps (D-1)

mean piston force f

One would expect a linear relation between the total piston area

A„ and the mean piston force F at peak power engine operation

Pmax bmep(P,

F^Ul^L^ ^iü^.j, (D.2)
mps k

for the naturally aspirated engines. As Figure D.5 shows, the linearity

can be observed quite well for the production engines.

D.I.4 bmep at Peak Power

As shown in section D.1.2, the mean piston speed at peak power

greatly varies for the engines investigated. An interesting question
is if a correlation can be observed between the mean piston speed and

the bmep at engine peak power operation. Figure D.6 shows this co¬

herence. It can be seen clearly that engines with a high mean piston

speed at peak power do not show a decrease in bmep as it would if they
would suffer from intake airflow choking. This observation leads to the

conclusion that it should be possible to build engines with high mean

piston speed at peak power which are not limited in their aspiration

properties.

D.I.5 Compression Ratio

The efficiency of the ideal thermodynamic SI engine cycle increases

with an increasing compression ratio, see Equation 2.3. Therefore, the
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maximum bmep increases with an increasing compression ratio. Fig¬
ure D.7 shows this context clearly for the naturally aspirated engines.

The knock crank angle describes the crank angle in which the so-

called "cold flame chemistry'' in the end-gas reaches a certain level

where knocking could occur, see 4.1.7. The scaling law presented
in Table D.l shows that the knock crank angle is proportional to

JJ-i.4^-i £or geometrically scaled engines (s = const.) operated with

identical fuel. A smaller bore leads to a larger knock crank angle.
Hence, engines with smaller cylinder displacement have a reduced

tendency to knock. Figure D.8 shows the compression ratio of the

production engines versus the normalized bore1. For the naturally as¬

pirated engines the information about the fuel RON requirement was

available and is emphasized in Figure D.8. This information was not

available for the supercharged engines. The linear regression which is

included in Figure D.8 was performed for the naturally aspirated en¬

gines with fuel requirement RON 95 (above) and for the turbocharged
engines with unknown fuel requirement (below). In addition, the com¬

plins means an equal displacement but a bore-to-stroke ratio of 1, therefore
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Figure D.8: Compression ratio versus bore B, » = naturally aspi¬
rated RON 95, o = naturally aspirated RON 98, * =

turbocharged, = mechanically charged (knock limit

curve from [58])

pression ratio trajectory as presented in [58] for geometrically scaled

engines with the same knocking tendency is drawn.

Surprisingly, the expected increase in the compression ratio with

decreasing bore because of the reduced knocking tendency cannot be

observed in the production engines. They show an inverse behavior.

This may have several reasons:

» the assumption that the engines are scaled geometrically and

smaller engines are operated at the same mean piston speed
hence at higher engine speed is not true for the production en¬

gines investigated, see Figure D.3,

• engines with small displacement are usually not in the focus

of development for the car manufacturers for economic reasons

(shorter development time, shorter testing time, etc.), their tech¬

nology is not comparable with larger engines,

• larger engines usually have more sensors and more complex con-
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trol algorithms implemented than small cost-sensitive engines

(e.g., cylinder-individual knock control enables a larger com¬

pression ratio without risking damage to the engine).

D.I.6 Bore-to-Stroke Ratio

For a given cylinder displacement, the peak power can be increased

with a shorter stroke. On the one hand the engine speed is increased

for a given mean piston speed and on the other hand the increased bore

offers space for larger valves and thus a better engine breathing. A

longer stroke gives a better burning chamber geometry, i.e. a reduced

volume-to-surface ratio during combustion (smaller heat losses, fewer

HC emissions), less friction, shorter valve opening closing crank angles
and a shorter flame travel distance (shorter burning time)1. Figure

D.9 plots the bore-to-stroke ratio versus the bore. A clear tendency

to lengthening the stroke for small bores is observable.

-"The conclusion regarding fuel efficiency is that if the engine displacement is

not limited (e.g., for tax reasons), a larger displacement with a longer stroke is

better than a smaller displacement and a shorter stroke, see [2].
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Appendix E

Engine Friction Models

The modeling of the several components or of the total engine friction

has been the subject of numerous publications (e.g., [7], [59], [139],

[140], [141], [142], [143], [60], [144]). Most of them present measured

data, some fit models using basic laws of tribology and hydrodynamics

in measured data. The segmentation and magnitude of the individual

friction sources varies with:

• the construction of the engine (line, vee, flat, number and make

of seals and bearings, construction of valvetrain, cylinder liner

coating and piston ring tension, oil level, coolant and oil pump

efficiency, generator efficiency),

• the age of the engine (smoothness of surfaces, tightness of con¬

nections and seals, conditions of the lubricants),

» the operating point (speed and load),

• the temperature of the components and the lubricants.

It is therefore a complex topic, even if only friction models for

steady-state operation of warmed-up engines are considered. The ba¬

sic idea of friction modeling is to model the different friction mecha¬

nisms which take place at different locations in the running engine.
The friction force between two lubricated surfaces with a relative

velocity can be described with a coefficient of friction and a normal

force. This coefficient varies by more than 2 orders of magnitude,

1 fiQ
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Figure E.l: The rotating and reciprocating parts of an IC engine

depending on whether boundary (sometimes referred to as Coulomb

friction), mixed, or hydrodynamic friction occurs, see [142]. This basic

coherence can be applied to all components which are exposed to

relative motion, such as bearings, seals, the motion of the piston and

the piston rings versus the cylinder liner, the motion of the cams versus

its followers, etc. Figure E.l depicts an IC engine with the points of

relative motion of solid bodies.

Other losses caused by air ventilation of the rotating and recip¬

rocating parts as well as by dissipation in fluid transport processes

can be modeled as a turbulent flow through a restriction, see [59].
The load caused by the basic peripherals (oil pump, coolant pump,

and noncharging generator) can be expressed as a polynomial of the

engine speed, see [59].
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E.l MIT Friction Model

Devising the sort of basic friction model which applies to each com¬

ponent looked at, adding up all losses, and identifying the parameters

using measured data leads to a total engine friction model. A very

detailed model for warmed-up naturally aspirated SI engines was de¬

veloped at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and is

presented in [59]. It describes the total friction mean effective pres¬

sure as follows:

fmep = fmepcmbs

+ fmepcmb

+ fmepcjd

+ fmepp

+ fmeppr

+ fmepprigi

+ fmepcrb

+ fmepcf

+ fmepcb

+ fmepvt,m

+ fmepvtjh

+ fmcpper

crankshaft, main bearing seals

crankshaft, main bearings

crankshaft, turbulent dissipation

pistons

piston rings w/o gas pressure load

friction increase with gas pressure load

connecting rod bearings

cam followers

camshaft bearings and seals

valvetrain mixed

valvetrain hydrodynamic

peripherals.

The individual expressions are given below.

L^mb
1.22 • 10° •fmePcmb*

fmepcmb

fmepcM = 1.35 • 10

fmepp

fmeppr

B2-S-

-3.03- 10-4 ne'D^b
B2

D2i nl

iu

B2

S •

-10 umb
' ne ' nmb

= 2.94 102 • ^
B

4.06-10*. (i + i000) 4
\ n J IF

E.l)

E.2)

E.3)

(E.4)

(E.5)
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Pin
fmeppr,g! = 6.89

fmepcrb = 3.03 • 10

fmepcf

fmepcb

fmepüt,m

fmepvt,h

fmepper

0.088^ + 0.182^1-33-2-38'10 'm^

Pamb L

_4 rie • Dc^ • Lci

Cf
. ( 1 + •

nc • nt

B2-S

iuuu \ nv . .

1 —— (Hat followers.
n z

S-
(roller followers)

= 4.12 kPa + 2.44 • 102
Ue ""*

B2-S

= Cr 1 +
1000\ L„ • nx

11e J S Z

—

^, .
_il t-

.—_

= 6.23 kPa-f- 5.22 • 1(T3 ne - 1.79 • 10^7n^

(E.6)

(E.7)

(E.8)

(E.9)

(E.10)

(E.ll)

E.12)

Table E.l lists the constants c,f, cr, cm, and c/,, for the valvetrain

friction terms. For most engines, the dimensions of the bearings scale

with the bore. Table E.2 shows the bearing dimensions for typical

engines; the symbols used and their units are listed in Table E.3.

Table E.l: Constants for valvetrain friction terms (from [59]

valve actuator type cf Ch

SOHC, finger follower 600 0.0227 0.2 42.8

SOHC, rocker arm 400 0.0151 0.5 21.4

SOHC, direct acting 200 0.0076 0.5 10.7

DOHC, direct acting 133 0.0050 0.5 10.7

OHV 400 0.0151 0.5 31.1
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Table E.2: Typical bearing dimensions (from [59])

block configuration Dmb/B -Limb/ J-^mb Dcb/B Lcb/Dcb

line 0.60 0.37 0.57 0.41

vce (1 conrod/pin) 0.70 0.35 0.60 0.36

vee (2 conrods/pin) 0.62 0.40 0.57 0.39

Table E.3: Definition of symbols and necessary units for the MIT

model

symbol description unit

fmep friction mean effective pressure kPa

B bore mm

JL^y /" ry connecting rod bearing diameter mm

J-^mh main bearing diameter mm

£ geometrical compression ratio _

Lcb connecting rod bearing length mm

J^mb main bearing length mm

Lv valve lift mm

mps mean piston speed m/s

ne engine speed rpm

ncb number of camshaft bearings _

Tlmb number of main bearings —

nv number of valves _

Pin intake manifold pressure kPa

Pamb ambient pressure kPa

S stroke mm

z number of cvlinders -
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E.l.l Interpretation

The models used for the MIT friction model are based on the assump¬

tion that the radial play of the bearings is constant. The decisive index

for sliding bearings is the Sommerfeld number [58]:

n ty2
So = ^ • (E.13)

77 • Lu

where pm is the mean bearing pressure (normal force divided by the

bearing area, i.e. bearing length • bearing diameter), \? = c/D is the

relative radial bearing play, 7/ is the dynamic viscosity of the lubricant

and uj is the angular velocity. A constant bearing strain is given when
the Sommerfeld number stays constant. If two engines which are

geometrically scaled (i.e. the bore, the stroke, the bearing dimensions,
etc.) and which are running at the same operating point (i.e. the same

bmep and the same mps), the scaling laws yields uje ~ 1/B. The mean

bearing pressure pm is independent of the engine size. If both engines
use the same oil, the dynamic viscosity 77 is equal. Therefore, the

Sommerfeld number is equal, if

or with ïJ? = c/B and uf r^j

!i
=
:M

ut U2

jB

Bi

2

B2

(E.14)

(E.15)

The consequence of Equation E.16 is that the radial clearance c

for equal bearing strain has to be scaled proportionally to \/~B. This

contradicts the MIT model which assumes that the radial play is in¬

dependent of the engine size. With the bearing theory (see [58]) the

following equation for the fmep dependence of the bearings on the

engine bore can be found:

1
fmep -=. (E.16)

v 0

Equation E.l7 evaluates the MIT friction mep model of the main

crankshaft bearings (Equation E.2) for geometrically scaled engines
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(77e ~ l/B,Dmb ~ B,Lmb ^ B, S ^ B, equal number of cylinders
and bearings):

fmepcmb ~
e

' Ufnb '

*-Jmb

ß2 'S
(E.17)

\/B-Bi-B
——775—rx—

= constant.
Bl B

The MIT friction model predicts that the fmep of several bearings
is independent of the engine size, which contradicts the bearing theory.
The MIT model seems to be useful to describe engine friction for a

class of engines similar to the size of the engines which were used to

calibrate the model. For very small engines as they are investigated in

this work, the MIT model leads to an underestimation of the friction.

E.2 ETH Friction Model

In [58] and [144], a semi-empirical approach is presented for the total

engine friction. It is based on scaling laws and bearing theory as

presented in the last section and does not differentiate between the

several sources of friction as the MIT model does. The total friction

mean effective pressure is described as

fmep [bar] =£ • [(0.464 + 0.0072 • mps1-8) Ubi +

,
,0-5 (E-!8)

0.0215 • bmep"

Table E.4 lists the units of the symbols used in Equation E.18.
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Table E.4: Definition of symbols and necessary units

symbol description unit

£ multiplier for peripherals friction —

mps mean piston speed m/s

Jlbi layout boosting ratio

bmep brake mean effective pressure bar

B bore mm

According to [144] £ is set at 1.4 to include the coolant and oil

pumps as well as the uncharging generator. This model includes the

influence of supercharging on the required reinforcement of the bear¬

ings to guarantee equal mechanical life time of the engine. For this

reason, the layout boosting ratio IJbt is introduced. It denotes the

boosting pressure ratio for which the engine is designed to achieve

equal life time as a typical naturally aspirated engine.

E.3 Comparison of the Models

The MIT model separates the different sources of engine friction while

the ETH model takes the impact of supercharging into account. The

MIT model considers the construction of the engine (block configura¬
tion, number of bearings, principle of valve actuation, etc.) while the

ETH model does not.

To compare the two approaches, the fmep trajectories for a part-
load and for a full-load operating point are calculated for the two-liter

engine presented in [78] with the following parameters:
B = S = 86 mm, e — 10.5, nmb — 5, nv — 16, Lv = 9.5 mm, ncb —

10, z = 4.

For the MIT model, the bearing dimensions were chosen as listed

in Table E.2 for line configuration and the cam follower friction pa¬

rameters were chosen for the direct acting flat DOHC valve actuation

case. The MIT model takes the influence of load on friction with the

intake manifold pressure into account while the ETH model needs the

bmep as the engine load information. To compare similar operating
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points, a correlation between the intake manifold pressure and the

bmep is needed. Evaluating measured data from a two-liter engine

yields the following estimation:

bmep = [ —0.32 + 1.32 • -^-r—- 1 • bmepmax(ne)- (E.19)
\ Pin,maxy^e) /

Evaluating Equation E.19 for Pin,max = 1 bar, bmepmax = 10 bar and

neglecting the influence of engine speed provides an intake manifold

pressure pin = 0.4 bar for the part-load operating point bmep = 2 bar.

At WOT, pin is equal to Pin,max and bmep is assumed to be 10 bar.

Figures E.2 and E.3 show the results. At low engine speed regimes,
the predicted values of fmep coincide very well, whereas at maximum

speed the ETH model predicts roughly 40% more friction than the

MIT model.

To evaluate the differences for engines with small displacement,
both friction models are evaluated for a 0.393 liter engine (this is the

DHS concept, parameters see Table 3.2). Figures E.4 and E.5 show

the resulting friction mep curves.
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2.5

ETH w/ peripherals

ETH w/o peripheral

1000 2000 3000

ne [rpm]

4000 5000 6000

Figure E.2: Comparison of MIT and ETH friction model at part-
load for a two-liter engine (2 bar bmep, pin = 0.4 bar)

2.5

ETH w/ peripherals

ETH w/o peripherals

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000

ne [rpm]

Figure E.3: Comparison of MIT and ETH friction model for a two-

liter engine at WOT
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Figure E.4: Comparison of MIT and ETH friction model at part-
load for a 0.4-liter engine (2 bar bmep, pin = 0.4 bar)

2000 4000 6000

ne [rpm]

8000 10000

Figure E.5: Comparison of MIT and ETH friction model for a 0.4-
liter engine at WOT
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Appendix F

Definitions and

Relationships

The first thermodynamic principle provides the basic energetic rela¬

tionship depicted in Figure F.l.

"fuel work" m, ,H,
.

fuel fuel

indicated work W.
effective work we

Figure F.l: Sankey diagram for the working cycle of an IC engine

17t;
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Mean Effective Pressure

A very useful relative engine performance measure is the mean effec¬

tive pressure which is defined as the work per cycle divided by the

displaced volume

W
mep — —. (F-l)

Vd

Since

Wt = We + Wf (F.2)

is valid (see Figure F.l),

imep = bmep + fmep (F.3)

must be valid, too.

Indicated Mean Effective Pressure

Mean combustion chamber pressure during one entire cycle

1 /> TT 7

imep = -77- (p pdV —

—r. (FA)
Vd J Vd

cycle

Brake Mean Effective Pressure

The bmep can be expressed with the engine brake torque

bmep = Te^ = ^f (F.5)
Vd Vd

where k is the number of piston strokes per engine cycle.

Friction Mean Effective Pressure

Wf

fmep ~ -rx^ (F.6)
Vd
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Fuel Mean Effective Pressure

The fuelmep is a hypothetical bmep for an engine brake efficiency of

100%:

, , rrif Hfuei k- nif -Hfuei
. .

fuelmep = ^^-L—
=

-~L ±—. (F.7
Vd 2-ne- Vd

Brake Efficiency

The brake efficiency compares the net engine power with the thermal

power supplied to the engine via fuel

x e omep J
, x

Ve = ~ =

7 )
=

7—7 Ü • (F-8)
777/ Hfuel

fuelmep bsjc-Hfuei

Mean Piston Speed

An engine piston covers a distance of two times the stroke per

crankshaft revolution. This leads to the definition of the mean piston

speed

mps = 2 S • n (F.9)

which is one of the most important measures of an IC engine. Several

processes, such as the pressure drops over the valves, scale with the

mean piston and not with the engine speed.

Brake Specific Fuel Consumption

Even though the efficiency is a reasonable way to describe the

energetic behavior of a device, the bsfc is often used in the field of

IC engines. It describes which fuel mass is needed to get a certain

amount of mechanical work

68/<.= ji =
—* (F.10)

1 e 'le 1J-fuel
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Usually, the unit of bsfc is g/kWh. This leads to the following rela¬

tionship between bsfc and ne:

. .

3600 J/Wh ,__.

bsfc =

—j^r . (F.ll)

[g/kWh]

The frs/c is reverse proportional to the efficiency. This leads to a

singularity for zero efficiency. Therefore, the bsfc is a unsuitable way

to describe the energetic behavior in simulators for numerical reasons.

Compression Ratio

The compression ratio denotes the ratio of the combustion chamber

volume at BDC to the volume at TDC

£==YäPFL, (F.X2)
VTDC
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